Tuesday, September 18, 2018

Welcome to the ACREL News & Notes! It is published throughout the year and features
upcoming meetings, ACRELive presentations, Fellows, and local ACREL events, as well as
articles on substantive areas, noteworthy cases and hot topics. We welcome your
suggestions! Send ideas to Peggy Rolando, mrolando@shutts.com
--ACREL Communications Committee

Our 40th Anniversary meeting in New Orleans is fast approaching. With just over one month to
go, we are nearing record registration of more than 450 Fellows and guests. It’s not too late to
register and be part of the fantastic educational program and join the celebration of ACREL and
the 300th Anniversary of the Crescent City. The city has been rocking and rolling all year, but
the Tricentennial celebration continues apace in the French Quarter and all over. Don’t miss the
special opportunity to enjoy the fine food, amazing jazz and many other wonderful happenings
of The Big Easy.
We are thrilled to have 33 of our new Fellows join us next month. In addition, this group will
include ten spouses and guests. Both our new Fellows and their spouses/guest will have
identifying ribbons to enable all the veterans to reach out and welcome our newest colleagues
and their guests to the College. In order to facilitate integration of all new Fellows, we will be
hosting an orientation call later this month where Jo Anne Stubblefield, Chair of the Orientation
& Integration Committee, will join President-Elect Steve Waters, Vice President Marilyn

Maloney, Executive Director Jill Pace and me. We plan to explain the workings of the College
to the group and provide guidance on how best to enjoy their first meeting, among other topics.
One more reminder about our special 40th Anniversary ACREL Cares project in New Orleans
where we will be working with Rebuild America. More details about the project are contained in
Adam Weissburg’s note later in this edition of News & Notes. Working with James Slaton, one
of our newest Fellows in New Orleans, Adam and the ACREL Cares team have done an amazing
job organizing this project. If you will be in New Orleans and have not already signed-up,
there’s still room to join us. And, if you have not yet made a donation to ACREL Cares –
whether you will be in New Orleans or not – please consider doing so. It’s important that we
replenish the ACREL Cares coffers so that we are able to continue meaningful service projects at
future meetings.
As Member Selection Committee Chair Bill Sklar announced in his recent message, the new
member nomination season is officially open. The deadline for nominations is November 2,
2018. The full package of nomination materials is available at https://acrel.siteym.com/page/MemberSelect. The Membership Development Committee is working closely
with Fellows in almost every state to ensure a robust group of nominees this year. In addition,
we know from past years that nominations come in from independent sources as well. Don’t sit
back and wait to be contacted by an MDC member or one of John Nolan’s ‘bush beaters.’
Nominations are welcome from everyone. Don’t wait until the last minute and note that the
nomination process is no longer a secret from the nominee. In truth, it’s a collaborative process
where existing Fellows should be working with prospective nominees to help identify seconders
and have the nominee prepare a CV on the required ACREL form.
Growing membership of the College is among our most important tasks, with a focus on
diversity and youth. But, we are also focused on improving the College experience for existing
Fellows. As noted in earlier issues of News & Notes, the Member Engagement Task Force,
under the able leadership of Ray Truitt and Michael Goodwin, is working hard to identity the
best ways to broaden the involvement of the membership. The Task Force continues its efforts
to reach out to Fellows around the country to solicit input, ideas and suggestions for the next 40
years of ACREL. We all know how rapidly the world is changing around us. It is affecting not
just our daily living, but our professional practices as well. Give thought to what ACREL does
well and what we can do differently and better to keep the College not just relevant, but vibrant
for the next generation of members. Provide your thoughts to the Task Force – we will benefit
from input from everyone.
Many committees and other groups have had a busy summer on ACREL activities. In addition
to planning the Spring and Fall meetings, the Programs Committee is responsible for the
ACRELive! and other eCLE offerings. Janet Johnson heads the eCLE subcommittee with
George Meyer and Nancy Haas. The most recent ACRELive! topics included a lively discussion
on the challenges being addressed following the elimination of Libor-based financings and a
glimpse into the world of WELL Building. Earlier this summer, ACREL co-hosted a successful
series of eCLE leasing seminars with the ABA’s Real Property and Trust & Estates section.
Thanks to Cheryl Kelly, Trev Peterson, Sujata Yalamanchili, Loretta Kelly and Brian Crist who
led the programs.

Earlier this year, I asked Ken Jacobson and Tom Kaufman, Co-Chairs of the Bylaws Committee,
to undertake a review of several Bylaws and propose revisions, as appropriate. Working with
Ann Cargile, Kathy Murphy and Richard Newman as members of the Bylaws Committee, they
reviewed the issues, provided thoughtful input and prepared a series of revisions to the Bylaws.
The revisions were approved by the Board of Governors earlier this month. A copy of the
proposed Bylaws amendments, together with Ken’s explanatory memo of the highlights, is
included in this issue of News & Notes. The Bylaws amendments will be presented for approval
at the Business Meeting in New Orleans. Once approved, the revised and updated Bylaws will
be included in the 2019 Directory (as well as posted on-line).
Last, a final reminder to join the ACREL LinkedIn group and submit pictures for our Summer
Games competition. Surely, most everyone has returned from a summer break and has some fun,
beautiful or inspiring moments to share. Here is the link to the LinkedIn page, where you can
participate. Please join us there so that you can view the great pictures that already have been
posted and add some from your summer adventures.

Diane C. Tillotson
The 2018 Richard B. Johnson Award will be presented to Diane C. Tillotson during the Real
Estate Bar Association for Massachusetts' Annual Meeting. Diane is a Partner at the Boston
office of Hemenway & Barnes, LLP, and a past-president of REBA. This lifetime achievement
award recognizes the recipient's outstanding and selfless contributions to advancing the practice
of real estate law.
Check out which ACREL Fellows were named "Lawyer of the Year" in the latest edition
of Best Lawyers in America.
Have you recently received an award? Been published? Presented at a conference?
Share with us today on the ACREL LinkedIn group!

2018 Annual Meeting: New Orleans
If you have yet to do so, make sure that you don't miss out on all the fun at the ACREL Annual
Meeting in New Orleans from October 18-21, where we will celebrate the 40th Anniversary of
ACREL. Click here for meeting information and the online registration form. Registration fees
increase on September 22. And, in case you missed it, click here for the dine around list for
Saturday, October 20, which was released last week.

ACREL Cares in New Orleans
A message from Chair, Adam Weissburg

STAY WOKE PEOPLE.
Ok, now that I’ve got your attention, with New Orleans around the corner, time to remind you of
our two day build. We have 30 volunteers for Saturday and 40 for Friday so plenty of room if
you’re interested. We (all of Cares’ types) promise you an amazing, if a bit back breaking, work
project that will leave you revitalized. Best part, you’ll get to spend time bonding with some of
your ACREL friends and maybe a few you’ve never met before. Win win. To sign-up, please email Caitlin McIntire.

ACREL Gatherings

Earlier in September, a small group of Ohio Fellows met for lunch during the Ohio State Bar
Association Meeting. The group had a robust discussion on nominations for new ACREL
Fellows. The group included Ed Horejs, Sheila Nolan Gartland, Steve Buchenroth, Ken Kuehnle
and Dusty McCreary.

ACREL Fellows from Washington State got together on September 13th in Seattle for some fun
and fellowship. From left to right: Mike Barrett, Gordon Tanner, Tim Osborn, Joe McCarthy,
Gary Fluhrer, Steve Bender, Shannon Skinner, Seth Katz and Scott Osborne.
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Blockchain and Real Estate
How is this Technology and Crypto Currencies Being
Employed in Real Estate Transactions?
Alexandra R. Cole, Perkins Coie LLP, Chicago, IL
There has been a great deal of interest in and “hype” about blockchain technology, Bitcoin
and various crypto currencies. As a result, it is difficult to decipher what one needs to know about
the relevancy of this technology for real estate practices. Blockchain is an extension of the internet
technology you use every day. It has many applications which can and are being employed today
and these will increase over time.
Blockchain is a digital ledger of records that are linked, secured and shared across many
computer networks. Think of it as a software platform or technological infrastructure as well as a
protocol. This database, or ledger, contains a historic record of every transaction and is easily
auditable. Like on all ledgers, the Blockchain infrastructure provides a method/place of recording
a chronological list of cryptographically-signed transactions within the network or “distributed
ledger” and the nodes (each node being one of the computers in the distributed network), then
validates and time stamps the transaction using a consensus mechanism. Instead of some central
authority such as a company corporate secretary in a stock transfer or a recorder’s office in a real
estate context verifying or accepting the transfer documents, each node (or a specified number of
them) verify that the proposed transferor is shown in the “block” as the party owning the asset and
that the transferee has been recorded in the block as now being the owner. In essence, they are
validating that the debit has been made on the one side and the credit on the other. This transaction
is able to be viewed by each node and all parties which have the public “key” which is akin to a
username. In order to be able to execute on a transaction, one must have a private key which is
akin to a password to allow that level of access.
To break it down into steps:
1. Seller wants to send money or a digital asset (shown on the blockchain ledger) to the buyer.
2. The transaction is represented online as a “block”.
3. The block is broadcast to all the nodes.
4. Those in the network (or a specified number agreed by the parties) approve the transaction
will be valid, i.e., that they have researched the accounts of both seller and buyer and that
the transfer is appropriately reflected.
5. The block (transaction) is added to the chain providing an indelible and transparent record
of the transaction.
6. The money or digital asset moves from seller to buyer and the conveyance of that asset is
simultaneous with notice to the world that buyer now owns the asset.
91004-2500.0003/140064374.2
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This basic technology then can employ additional software or applications to assist in the
transaction. The Ethereum platform enabled parties to use their integrated smart contracts to
satisfy the conditions precedent to completing the transaction. These smart contracts are computer
code, which programming executes transactions in accordance with pre-defined terms (think selfexecuting escrows.) They are event-driven programs that run on a replicated, shared ledger and
which can take custody over assets on that ledger. In a real estate transfer, there will be several of
these, e.g., one for deed transfer, one for title insurance, one for the financing, etc.
An example of the use of this mechanism is the highly reported transaction completed by
Propy, a San Francisco based company. The transaction was the sale of an apartment in Ukraine
with a purchase price of $60,000. The transaction was accomplished through the Ethereum
network and the purchase price was paid using the digital currency “ether” issued by Ethereum
and “PRO” tokens, issued by Propy, for the registration fees. The registration of the title transfer
was registered on the Blockchain and a paper confirmatory deed which contained the Blockchain
address of the digital transaction was accepted and registered in the local land registry as a result
of new regulations adopted in Ukraine. What is important to note is that the transaction was
actually made on the Blockchain and that the government of Ukraine recognized it and gave notice
in the land records through the use of the confirmation deed. It is of course the hope that
governments will recognize Blockchain contracts and transfers. Initially the Blockchain registry
mirrors the official land records but the vision is for jurisdictions to adopt the digital registry as
the official ledger of the record for property transfers. In addition, the transaction employed use
of a crypto currency and tokens, but there has generally been scant use of these in real estate
transactions. We do not know of any title insurance companies who have approved their use in
their escrow transactions.
What are the challenges to making this happen?
•

Getting existing records digitized.
•

•

In developed countries, vast numbers of records are not stored digitally will be
a hurdle to be overcome and will be an expensive endeavor.

Getting political will to adopt this technology.
•

Governments are looking at it. The Cook County Recorder’s Office in Illinois
did a pilot program study and produced a report on its findings on May 30,
2017 – essentially, they said they could take some steps to get ready for
employing the technology in the future. South Burlington, Vermont has a pilot
program underway with Propy.

91004-2500.0003/140064374.2

•

•

Adoption of the digital registries as official.
•

In less developed nations, or ones with autocratic control and highlycentralized government ownership of land, instituting digital registries and
sanctioning them as the official registries will be easier. In essence, they will
be able to leap frog old technologies and systems much as they did with
communication systems.

•

In developed countries such as the United States, we will need legislatures and
municipalities to buy in on protocols even after records are digitized. We have
approximately 3600 recorder’s offices in the United States.

Ensuring private keys are not lost.
•

•

Safe systems for securing private keys and to make them accessible to heirs
and lenders so that they are not “lost” will be required before residential
transfers will be practical.

Regulatory requirements.
•

Regulations need to be settled as to how transactions will be treated. As an
example, there is a SEC/CFTC working group trying to sort out whether
ether’s issuance in 2014 was a security or a commodity.

While there is much in flux related to widespread adoption of this technology, it is a natural
extension of our digital, internet world. Even a few years ago, we did not envision our now
constant communication and access to information, or our sharing economy, now we think nothing
of it. Stay tuned as this technology and its adaptations progress.
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Unauthorized Practice of Law ... Ohio guidance?
With Regard to Application of Alice Auclair Jones
Laura M. DeGeer and Andrea Geraghty, Meyer, Unkovic & Scott LLP, Pittsburgh, PA
A matter currently before the Ohio Supreme Court raises a troubling question about the
unauthorized practice of law. If a lawyer is working while physically located in a jurisdiction
where that lawyer is not licensed, is the lawyer committing the unauthorized practice of law?
In the case of Alice Auclair Jones, Supreme Court of Ohio Case No. 2018-0496, a lawyer
licensed in Kentucky relocated to Ohio in 2015, agreeing with her firm that she would apply for
admission to the Ohio bar, and, pending admission, that she would practice Kentucky law
exclusively. During that time, she maintained a professional phone number and address in
Kentucky, travelled to Kentucky as necessary for work and did not offer legal advice nor
participate in any way in any matters related to Ohio law.
Nearly two years after the application for admission was filed, the Ohio Board of
Commissioners on Character and Fitness, a panel charged with determining admissibility to the
Ohio bar, concluded that Ms. Jones did not meet the character and fitness standards for
admission to the Ohio bar because she had been violating the Rules of Professional Conduct by
her systematic and continuous presence in Ohio, even though she was solely practicing Kentucky
law.
Specifically, Ohio Rule 5.5 permits “– [a] lawyer who is admitted in another [U.S.]
Jurisdiction, is in good standing in the jurisdiction in which the lawyer is admitted, and regularly
practices law [to] provide legal services on a temporary basis in [Ohio] if . . . the services are
reasonably related to a pending or potential proceeding before a tribunal in . . . another
jurisdiction, if the lawyer, or a person the lawyer is assisting, is authorized by law . . . to appear
in such proceeding . . .; the services are reasonably related to a pending or potential arbitration,
mediation, or other alternative dispute resolution proceeding in . . . another jurisdiction, if the
services arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer’s practice in a jurisdiction in which
the lawyer is admitted to practice and are not services for which the forum requires pro hac vice
admission; the lawyer engages in negotiations, investigations, or other non-litigation activities
that arise out of or are reasonably related to the lawyer’s practice in a jurisdiction in which the
lawyer is admitted to practice.”
Ohio Rule 5.5 largely tracks the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, but specifically
authorizes a lawyer to engage in non-litigation activities while in Ohio if those activities are
connected to the lawyers’ work in the state in which the lawyer is licensed.
Transactional and in-house lawyers’ practices frequently require them to travel nationally
and to practice law on projects in foreign states. Law practices merge and relocate to follow
client and business needs, and, with the aid of laptops and wireless internet, lawyers can travel
almost anywhere while maintaining practices in home states.

One might ask, what is ‘systematic and continuous’ anyway? Is it the unauthorized
practice of law for a Pennsylvania lawyer to regularly travel to her country home in Ohio where,
every Saturday morning, she drafts leases and emails them out for review? Is it systematic to
visit remote offices of your law firm for monthly meetings, and to practice law in that office? Is
it not systematic and continuous to spend three months every winter basking in the sunshine of a
southern state while working remotely for part of every day?
Amicus briefs argue that the Board’s interpretation of the rule would hinder the mobility
of out-of-state attorneys, restrict the recruiting of talented lawyers, and preclude clients from
having the representation of their choice. This interpretation does not protect against the dangers
of unskilled representation or against any identifiable threat of harm posed by attorneys from
other states serving clients from Ohio while awaiting admission. Moreover, the Board’s approach
does not acknowledge today’s national and global economy.
Rule 5.5 provides a safe harbor that allows lawyers to temporarily ‘provide legal
services’ outside of their licensed jurisdiction, but should the physical location of the lawyer
determine the authority to regulate the activity of lawyers? In this case, the lawyer’s work had
impact in Kentucky, not in Ohio. It is Kentucky concern that its citizens have skilled
representation, and that lawyers practicing in Kentucky courts understand the applicable laws
and rules.
Ideally, the Ohio Supreme Court will realize that location is largely irrelevant to the
practice of law. In the current legal and technological landscape, attorneys can work anywhere
in the world, and the realities of modern practice are simply not reflected in the generally
adopted rules of professional conduct.
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Minnesota Adopts CIC Amendments Addressing
Construction Defect Litigation
Timothy J. Hassett and Molly A. Gherty, Felhaber Larson, Minneapolis, MN
Minnesota adopted what many view as “development friendly” amendments to its Common
Interest Community (“CIC”) statute, which governs the development and operation of “CICs”—
i.e., condominiums, cooperatives, and planned communities (e.g., townhomes).1
When first proposed, the amendments were given little chance of passage. However, a last
minute compromise between Minnesota’s Democratic governor and the Republican-controlled
legislature resulted in their adoption. The compromise benefitted existing CICs. They gained
both an exclusion from the unit owner approval and mediation requirements and a delayed
effective date for implementing the maintenance plan, schedule and budget.2 The amendments
went into effect on August 1, 2017. 3
The amendments impose conditions upon and limit a Minnesota CIC association’s power to
litigate a claimed defect in the initial design or construction of a CIC project. The type of
litigation regulated is broadly defined. “Construction defect claim” covers any civil action or
arbitration proceeding based on any legal theory against a “development party” caused by a
defect in the initial design or construction of an improvement to real property. The term
“development party” is also broadly defined as “an architect, contractor, construction manager,
subcontractor, developer, declarant, engineer, or private inspector performing or furnishing the
design, supervision, inspection, construction, coordination, or observation of the construction of
any improvement to real property that is part of a [CIC], or any other person’s affiliates, officers,
directors, shareholders, members, or employees”4
As a condition precedent to litigation, the amendments require mandatory mediation.5 From the
date a party makes a written demand for this mediation, the statute of limitations and statute of
repose for any action arising out of the alleged construction defect is tolled until the later of five
business days after mediation is completed, or 180 days.6
As an additional condition precedent to litigation, the amendments require a CIC association to
obtain approval from owners of units to which the majority of the total votes in the association
are allocated (not a majority of a quorum, which would likely be a far easier threshold to meet).7
However, votes allocated to units owned by the developer and affiliates of the developer are not
1

2017 Minn. Laws, Ch. 87 (amendments); Minn. Stat. Ch. 515B (Minnesota Common Interest Ownership Act).
2017 Minn. Laws, Ch. 87, Sec. 7. (Provides that the unit owner approval and mediation requirements apply only
to CICs created on or after August 1, 2017; but as of September 13, 2018, the CIC statute, as published by the
Revisor’s Office, does not contain this limitation. We believe that the approval and mediation requirements apply to
CICs created on or after August 1, 2017.)
3
Id.
4
Minn. Stat. § 515B.1-103(16a).
5
Id. § 515B.4.116(c).
6
Id. (but not required if parties completed Minn. Stat. § 327A.051 home warranty dispute resolution).
7
Id. § 515B.3-102(d)(2).
2
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included for purposes of obtaining approval.8 Also excluded are votes allocated to units owned
by mortgagees who acquired ownership through a foreclosure sale.9 Without approval of a
majority of all votes, the association lacks the power to institute the litigation.
Obtaining the requisite approval can be a challenging task for the association. At the outset of the
approval process, the association must provide written notice to owners, which notice specifies
(1) the nature of the claim, (2) the desired relief, and (3) how the association plans to fund the
cost of pursuing the action.10 In addition, there are voting requirements that are specific to
obtaining litigation approval. For example, a proxy is only valid if it expressly references the
notice required to be provided by the association (as described above), and is executed by the
unit owner after receipt of that notice. 11
The amendments also require the CIC developer to adopt a written preventative maintenance
plan, schedule and budget for all common elements and include the plan in the disclosure
statement for the project. The plan must be based upon the best available information, listing all
building elements to which the plan applies and the generally accepted standards of maintenance
on which the plan is based. The developer is required to sign and date the plan and the plan must
be fully funded by the initial budget provided by the developer. Unlike reserve funds, budgeted
funds for the plan are not restricted and may be comingled with other association funds.
An association may amend or replace the plan and schedule.12 It is required to provide all unit
owners with a copy of the plan, including any amendments or modifications to or replacements
of the plan.
The amendments provide a defense to implied warranty claims against a development party if
loss or damage is caused by the failure of the association or a unit owner to comply with
obligations imposed under the plan, unless the loss or damage was caused by failure to comply
with the plan while the developer controlled the board.
The developer friendly amendments were welcomed by the development community in a state
that has extensive implied warranties and a forgiving statute of repose.
Minnesota has two sets of implied residential construction warranties. The first set, contained in
Minnesota’s CIC statute, contains the following implied warranties: (i) a unit and the common
elements are suitable for the ordinary uses of real estate of its type; (ii) any improvements subject
to use rights by the purchaser, made or contracted for by the declarant, or made by any person in
contemplation of the creation of the common interest community, will be free from defective
materials and constructed in accordance with applicable law, according to sound engineering
and construction standards and in a workmanlike matter; (iii) the residential use of the unit will
not violate applicable law at the earlier of the time of conveyance or delivery of possession; and
(iv) that the unit will be in at least as good condition at the earlier of the time of the conveyance
8

Id.
Id.
10
Minn. Stat. § 515B.3-102(d)(1).
11
Id. § 515B.3-102(d)(2).
12
Id. § 515B.3-107(b).
9
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or delivery of possession as it was at the time of contracting, reasonable wear and tear
excepted.13 The statute of limitations applicable to the implied warranties is six years,
commencing on the earlier of the time of conveyance to, or possession by, the purchaser. The
parties may agree to reduce the statute of limitations from six years to not less than two years. 14
The second and more comprehensive set of implied warranties applies to residential new
construction in Minnesota and contains the following implied warranties: (i) a one year warranty
that a dwelling shall be free from defects cause by faulty workmanship and defective materials
due to noncompliance with building standards; (ii) a two year warranty that a dwelling shall be
free from defects caused by faulty installation of plumbing, electrical, heating and cooling
systems due to noncompliance with building standards; and (ii) a ten year warranty that a
dwelling shall be free from major construction defects due to noncompliance with building
standards.15 The statute of limitations on a claim for breach of the implied warranties is two
years but does not commence to run until discovery of the breach.16 The statute of repose on
claims based upon these implied warranties is 12 years.17
It is too early to tell what impact the amendments will have on new CIC projects and the
insurance markets. For developers, the initial challenge will be preparing a maintenance plan,
schedule and budget based upon standards that are not yet well defined. For associations, the
challenges include both navigating through the daunting pre-litigation approval requirements and
performing and funding a preventative maintenance plan.
*****

13

Id. § 515B.4-113.
Minn. Stat. 515B.4-1151(b).
15
Id. § 327A.02, subd. 1
16
Id. § 541.051, subd. 4.
17
Id.
14
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Safety for Bankruptcy Remote Entities
After Franchise Services?
Kenneth P. Kreider, Keating Muething & Klekamp PLL, Cincinnati, Ohio
“No statute or binding case law licenses this court to ignore corporate foundational
documents, depriving a bona fide shareholder of its voting rights, and reallocate corporate
authority to file for bankruptcy just because the shareholder also happens to be an unsecured
creditor.” In re Franchise Servs. of North America, Inc., 891 F.3d 198 (5th Cir. 2018).
While sounding like an endorsement of golden shares, a careful reading of the case will
not be of comfort to structured finance creditors. Judge King in Franchise Services deftly
distinguished the line of cases we wrote about two years ago. See In re Lake Mich. Beach
Pottawattamie Resort, LLC, 547 B.R. 899 (Bankr. N.D. Ill. 2016) and In re Intervention Energy
Holdings, LLC, 553 B.R. 676 (Bankr. D. Del. 2016); See also In re Lexington Hospital Group,
LLC, 577 B.R. 676 (Bankr. E.D. Ky. 2017) and In re Bay Club Partners – 472, LLC, No. 1430394-rld11, 2014 Bankr. LEXIS 2051 (Bankr. D. Or. May 6, 2014). All of these cases denied
motions to dismiss a Chapter 11 petition by invalidating blocking director or golden share
provisions in situations where the debtor and the creditor had intentionally arranged the capital
stack prepetition, finding either an impermissible waiver of fiduciary duties under state law, or a
violation of federal public policy in waiving the right to file, or both.
The facts in Franchise Services were different. Franchise Services acquired Advantage
Rent-A-Car in 2012 and utilized a $15 million investment by Macquarie Capital through its sub,
Boketo LLC, which received 100% of the preferred stock class in exchange. In May 2013,
Franchise Services reincorporated in Delaware with articles of incorporation requiring both the
common and preferred stock series to approve any bankruptcy petition. Franchise Services did
not pay Macquarie’s arrangement and financial advisory fees after the merger closed. Advantage
soon went bankrupt, and other difficulties led Franchise Services to file a petition in 2017, based
on a board of director’s resolution without obtaining consent of both classes of shares as required
by its articles.
The debtor argued that Boketo and Macquarie were one and the same, and because they
were a creditor holding a blocking position, this violated either Delaware state law or federal
public policy. The court declined to answer a certified question regarding the general
enforceability of blocking provisions or golden shares, instead looking at the narrower question
of state law applied to the facts of the case. The court distinguished the line of cases discussed
above, finding those were all situations where a lender extracts an amendment to the
organizational foundational documents granting a lender veto rights in exchange for forbearance
and without any true equity. In Franchise Services, the shareholder made a real and substantial
capital investment in the debtor and acquired rights as a controller of a class of shares which
were not necessarily void under Delaware state law. The court found that Boketo/Macquarie put
on a second hat as unsecured creditor sometime after the investment when it became apparent
that debtor was not going to pay the $3 million arrangement fee. The court stated “There is no
prohibition in federal bankruptcy law against granting a preferred shareholder the right to

prevent a voluntary bankruptcy filing just because a shareholder also happens to be an unsecured
creditor by virtue of an unpaid consulting bill.” The court further found that Delaware law is
flexible and allows equity holders to make their own arrangements in the governing documents.
The court declined to resolve whether the consent provision violated Delaware law, because the
debtor had waived that argument in the bankruptcy court’s earlier hearing. The court also
disposed of the argument that Boketo owed a fiduciary duty to the debtor as a controlling
minority shareholder.
The takeaway is that golden share or blocking director positions are not automatically
invalidated because the shareholder is also a creditor, if that shareholder made a real equity
investment in the debtor and did not abuse its position by ignoring fiduciary duties or using the
golden share as a “ruse” to ensure payment of its secured claim. At the same time, Franchise
Services is not a blanket endorsement of golden share arrangements. The court’s dismissal of the
petition was consistent with Delaware state law since the articles of incorporation were ignored
by the officers and directors of the debtor in filing the petition, and there was no arrangement
which violated state law or federal public policy through the waiver of fiduciary duties or
rendering a bankruptcy impossible ab initio. Structured finance practitioners will have to
continue to thread the needle to make sure that blocking directors continue to be subject to
normal director fiduciary duty standards as applicable under state law, or that the use of a golden
share is for a bona fide investment, and not a sham.

2
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Old Wine in New Bottles: Plans for Innovation & Practice
Benjamin W. Lund, Brann & Isaacson, Lewiston, ME
As some of our readers may have noticed, after the last annual meeting in Los Angeles,
the committee formerly known as Practice Technology has a new moniker—Innovation &
Practice. “Why change?” you might ask. Coincidentally, that’s the right question.
For more than 20 years, futurists like Richard Susskind (The Future of Law,
Transforming the Law, The End of Lawyers, and Tomorrow’s Lawyers: An Introduction To
Your Future) have tried to anticipate the future of legal services and the likely impact of
information technology on lawyers and the courts. Most recently, Susskind has published a
second edition of Tomorrow’s Lawyers, which he introduces with the observation that “most
commentators agree that the pace of change is accelerating . . . [and] leaders across the legal
profession are now openly acknowledging that the world of law is entering a period of
transformation.”
At the same time, reviewers of the work of Susskind and his fellow futurists have
suggested that to date, there are only limited signs of the outcomes that they have predicted.
Speaking from personal experience, even from the perspective of a relatively small law firm in
the Great (But Not Big) State of Maine, I can confirm that technology has not fundamentally
altered the traditional roles of most lawyers during the last three decades. While there’s no
question that the adoption of technology by clients has required lawyers to keep up, the way in
which legal services are provided and the relationship of lawyers to their clients has remained
largely the same. Although I was an early adopter of technology (the first person at my law
school to use a portable computer to take notes in the classroom, and a contributor to the work on
what eventually became a development platform for legal practice expert systems), I have to
admit that in practice, my own expertise has only resulted in increased efficiency, not a real
change in the nature of my work.
Which brings me back to the question about the change to our committee’s name, and the
reason for the title of this note. I’ve always been fond of the expression “old wine in new
bottles.” It’s an inversion of the Biblical parable which illustrates the perils of imposing new
spiritual disciplines on those accustomed to specific traditions and practices—in the metaphor,
the result is broken bottles and spilled wine. Instead, my preferred version refers to the
presentation of an existing concept or institution as if it were a new one. Much of what I have
seen presented as “innovation” for lawyers fits into this category. Susskind would probably
identify these as solutions for the “more-for-less” challenge—how to deliver more legal services
at less cost, or, put another way, more efficiently.
What I hope to change about our committee’s role is the informative content that we can
provide to the other Fellows of the College. Rather than just tutorials on how to log on to
ACREL Shares! (without minimizing the importance of the former, which we are still glad to

teach to those of you who haven’t yet done so successfully), we hope to bring you what Ray
Truitt referred to in a recent conversation with me as “big ideas”—true innovations which may
fundamentally affect what all of you do as real estate lawyers.
In other words, real change that you can use. Stay tuned.
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Legal Opinions in Loan Assumption
and Modification Transactions
Lydia C. Stefanowicz, Greenbaum, Rowe, Smith & Davis LLP, Woodbridge, New Jersey

Introduction
One area of opinion practice for which there is little or no specific guidance in the form of bar
reports, treatises or articles in legal publications is third-party closing opinions issued in
connection with the assumption of a loan by a person not party to the original loan transaction
(“loan assumption”) or the modification of the terms of a loan after the closing of the original
loan transaction (“loan modification”), although such transactions are common and opinions are
frequently required of counsel to the loan parties. In addition (and perhaps as a result), custom
and practice as to what should be covered by such opinions and what assumptions and
qualifications are appropriate in such opinions are also not as well developed among parties in
loan assumption and loan modification transactions. Loan modifications are further complicated
by the fact that they can cover a wide spectrum of issues, from minor revisions of covenants, to
increases in loan amount or changes in payment terms, to extensive debt restructures in a loan
workout. The more material the changes to the original loan documents, and the larger the size
of the loan, the more likely the lender is to require legal opinions from borrower’s counsel and
the more extensive those requested opinions are likely to be. In addition, some modifications are
effected by amended and restated loan documents, which in many cases more closely resemble
original loan closings, and thus, are outside of the scope of this discussion of loan modification
opinions.
Entity Opinions
Opinions relating to the legal existence and status of the borrower (or the new borrower or new
guarantor, in the case of a loan assumption), entity power and authority to enter into the
transaction, and execution and delivery of the transaction documents, will be virtually identical
to those same opinions rendered in connection with the closing of the original loan transaction.
The scope of such core opinions, the assumptions and qualifications related to such opinions, and
the due diligence underlying such opinions will not differ materially from the way those issues
are covered in third party closing opinions delivered with respect to the original loan. See Real
Estate Finance Opinion Report of 2012.1
Enforceability Opinion
The issues surrounding an enforceability opinion in the context of loan assumptions or
modifications are more complicated. In a loan assumption transaction, the transaction
documents may be limited to an assignment and assumption agreement, a lender consent to
assignment and some related ancillary documents executed by the parties; the original loan
1

47 Real Prop. Tr. & Est. L. J. 213 (2012).
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documents may continue intact. Accordingly, an opinion that the transaction documents are
valid, binding and enforceable does not cover for the benefit of the lender all of the issues that
were covered by the legal opinion delivered in connection with the original loan transaction. Is
the lender entitled to an opinion that the loan documents, as assigned to and assumed by a new
borrower, constitute legal, valid and binding obligations enforceable against the new borrower?
Or is it sufficient to opine that that the assumption documents constitute valid and binding
obligations enforceable against the new borrower (often with the inclusion of an assumption that
the original loan documents were valid and enforceable before they were assigned)? Practice
among opinion givers and recipients is varied.
Likewise, in a loan modification transaction, is it sufficient for borrower’s counsel to opine that
the loan modification documents are valid, binding and enforceable, or is the lender entitled to an
opinion that the original loan documents, as amended by the modification documents, constitute
valid, binding and enforceable obligations of the borrower? And where the opinion is limited to
the enforceability of the modification documents, is it reasonable for borrower’s counsel to
assume, or to expressly exclude an opinion, that the original loan documents are enforceable?
Arguably, without an express statement that no opinion is being given on the enforceability of
the original loan documents, an enforceability opinion covering loan modification documents
may be deemed to imply an opinion on the enforceability of the original loan documents being
modified, particularly if the modification documents contain a reaffirmation of the original loan
documents. Should the answer be different if the opinion giver also issued the closing opinion in
connection with the original loan documents? Again, there seems to no uniformly accepted
practice in connection with loan modifications.
Many of the customary assumptions, qualifications and exclusions relating to an enforceability
opinion may be equally applicable in the context of a loan assumption or a loan modification,
e.g. bankruptcy and equitable principles. But others may not be. What does the “generic
exception” (i.e. that certain other provisions of the transaction documents may be unenforceable)
mean in an enforceability opinion limited to the validity and binding effect solely of the loan
assumption documents or the loan modification documents? Should such exception be qualified
by the customary practical realization assurance and, if so, how should that assurance be stated in
such context?
In what circumstances is an assumption that the original loan documents are valid, binding and
enforceable a reasonable one? In some circumstances, an assumption about one or more of the
predicates to the opinion regarding enforceability of the original loan documents may be more
acceptable. For example, in a loan assumption transaction, an assumption that the original loan
documents were duly executed and delivered by the original borrower, which was at the time an
entity validly existing and in good standing, with the legal power and authority to execute and
deliver those documents, might offer sufficient protection to the opinion giver. What
assumptions and qualifications may need to be included to account for the passage of time since
the original loan closing? For example, is it reasonable for an opinion giver to assume that the
original loan documents have not been previously modified (except as identified in the
description of the loan documents being modified or assumed) or that the original loan
documents have not been modified by trade usage or course of dealing between the parties?
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Liquidated Damages Project: Hawaii
Raymond S. Iwamoto*, Schlack Ito, Honolulu, HI

Members of the Acquisitions Committee of the American College of Real Estate Lawyers are
examining certain questions regarding the topic of “liquidated damages” in their respective
jurisdictions. The focus is on commercial real estate contracts and the enforceability of
liquidated damage clauses (“LDC”) in commercial real estate contracts that provide that, in the
event of default by the Buyer, the Seller is entitled to retain a liquidated damage amount
(“LDA”), usually the deposit, as liquidated damages. The Hawaii appellate courts have not yet
provided answers to many of these questions. These questions are:
1.

May the seller choose specific performance instead of liquidated damages (so that
liquidated damages are not an exclusive remedy)?

2.

May the seller choose actual damages instead of liquidated damages (so that
liquidated damages are not an exclusive damage remedy)?

3.

If the seller may choose liquidated damages or actual damages, may it have both?

4.

If the seller may choose liquidated damages or actual damages, but not both,
when must it decide?

5.

Is there an applicable statute addressing liquidated damages clauses?

6.

What is the test for a valid liquidated damages clause?

7.

Who has the burden of proof?

8.

As of when is “reasonableness” tested?

9.

What percentage of the purchase price is likely acceptable as liquidated damages?

10.

Are actual damages relevant for liquidated damages and, in particular, will
liquidated damages be allowed when there are no actual damages?

11.

Is mitigation relevant for liquidated damages?

12.

Is a “Shotgun” liquidated damages clause enforceable?

13.

Does a liquidated damages clause preclude recovery of attorneys’ fees by the
seller?

1. MAY THE SELLER CHOOSE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE INSTEAD OF LIQUIDATED
DAMAGES (SO THAT LIQUIDATED DAMAGES ARE NOT AN EXCLUSIVE REMEDY)?
The case law in Hawaii has not addressed whether a Seller may have an option to choose
either liquidated damages or specific performance. See next answer.
2. MAY THE SELLER CHOOSE ACTUAL DAMAGES INSTEAD OF LIQUIDATED
DAMAGES (SO THAT LIQUIDATED DAMAGES ARE NOT AN EXCLUSIVE DAMAGE REMEDY)?
The case law in Hawaii has not addressed whether a Seller may have an option to choose
either liquidated damages or actual damages. It may be that so long as the contract did not
provide for the LDC to be the exclusive remedy (or even if it did), a Seller may plead alternative
remedies such as liquidated damages, actual damages and/or specific performance but at some
point before trial has to elect one of the alternative remedies. See answer to question 4.
3. IF THE SELLER MAY CHOOSE LIQUIDATED
DAMAGES OR ACTUAL DAMAGES, MAY IT HAVE BOTH?
There is no case specifically addressing whether a Seller may elect between liquidated
damages or actual damages or whether it may have both. However, in Dias v. Vanek, 67 Haw.
114, 679 P.2d 133 (1984) (“Dias”), the Hawaii Supreme Court cites Hawaii cases on liquidated
damages and the principle of reasonable relationship to actual damages, but then goes on to cite
cases that hold that the determination of damages is the exclusive province of the jury and orders
a retrial because this jury had already been discharged. The opinion says there is nothing in the
record to clarify the question of retention or return of the down payment of $20,000 and the
damages for breach in the amount of $6,263. Dias, 67 Haw. at 118, 679 P.2d at 136. The Court
could have ruled that the Seller should refund the amount of the liquidated amount in excess of
the actual damages amount, i.e., $20,000 minus $6,263 or at least some refund. So, we are left to
wonder if it’s up to the jury to say that or to say that the Seller can retain the $20,000 liquidated
amount and the Buyer still has to pay the actual damages amount of $6,263. We have found no
other case law that comes any closer in addressing the question whether a Seller may choose
between actual damages and either an optional or exclusive LDC or whether the Seller could
obtain judgment for both.
In Gomez v. Pagaduan, 1 Haw. App. 70, 613 P.2d 658 (1980) (“Gomez”), an issue was
whether the Seller could retain the liquidated damages payment and obtain a judgment for the
rental value of the property after the agreement was cancelled. The judgment for rental in
addition to the payments made was affirmed without any discussion of the fact that the liquidated
damages clause at issue said that the payments made may be retained as liquidated damages and
rent.
In Kona Hawaiian Associates v. Pacific Group, 680 F. Supp. 1438 (D. Haw. 1988)
(“Kona”), a federal district court was faced with an argument that Gomez stood for the
proposition that where the amount of the liquidated damages is too low, the provision will not be
deemed exclusive. The Court rejected this argument by saying that it was clear in Gomez that
the additional damages awarded were not the loss of bargain but for the rental value and were not

damages suffered by reason of the Buyer’s failure to close. As a federal district court case, this
ruling is not binding on the Hawaii state courts.
A recent arbitration involved an LDC. In the arbitration, the Seller demanded the LDA
but reserved the right to demand a higher amount if the actual damages were sufficiently in
excess of the LDA. Seller’s theory was that this meant that the LDA was not a reasonable
estimate of actual damages and that therefore actual damages should take precedence. Also,
$800,000 of the $1,000,000 deposit had previously been released from escrow and paid to the
Seller, and the Buyer argued that the $800,000 should be credited against the $1,000,000 LDA.
However, the arbitrator awarded the Seller $1,000,000, ruling that the $800,000 paid was
consideration for an extension of time to close. The arbitrator further ruled that in light of actual
damages of $19.7 million, $1,000,000 would not be a forfeiture and, citing Shanghai Inv. Co.,
Inc. v. Alteka Co., Ltd., 92 Hawai‘i 482, 993 P.2d 516 (2000) (“Shanghai”), discussed infra,
ruled that the LDC was enforceable.
In its Order confirming the Arbitration award in Young Men’s Christian Association of
Honolulu v. Aloha Kai Development, LLC (“YMCA”), Civ. No. 18-00086 ACK-KSC, 2018 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 94289, (D. Haw. June 5, 2018), the Federal Court ruled that the arbitrator’s
interpretation of the contract was plausible and within his authority and confirmed the award of
damages in the amount of $1,000,000. Then the Court, citing OWBR LLC v. Clear Channel
Communications, Inc., 266 F. Supp. 2d 1214 (D. Haw. 2003), ruled that the Seller had to
establish that its actual damages were reasonably related to the amount of liquidated damages it
was entitled to recover and cited Shanghai for the proposition that liquidated damages must be
enforced if there is a reasonable relation between the LDA and the amount of actual damages.
YMCA, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 94289, at *22. Since the YMCA claimed actual damages in the
amount of $19.7 million, the $1,000,000 award did not constitute a penalty. The Court then said
that the reason the LDA had to have a reasonable relation to the actual damages is because
otherwise LDCs would be unenforceable if it functions as a penalty or forfeiture. Id.
4. IF THE SELLER MAY CHOOSE LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
OR ACTUAL DAMAGES, BUT NOT BOTH, WHEN MUST IT DECIDE?
Once again there is no case law guidance, but in litigation practice, it appears that the trial
judge would require the Seller to elect at some point to elect one of the alternative remedies that
the Seller had included in his pleadings. If the LDC permits either the LDA or actual damages or
is silent as to whether the LDC is the exclusive remedy and if actual damages exceeded the LDA,
there would be no incentive for the Seller to choose the LDC as its remedy.
5. IS THERE AN APPLICABLE STATUTE ADDRESSING LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSES?
Hawaii does not have a statute that addresses liquidated damages in transactions
involving real estate. However, in connection with the sale of goods, Article 2 of the Uniform
Commercial Code (“UCC”) addresses LDC.
Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (“HRS”) section 490:2-718 provides that damages for breach
by either party may be liquidated in the agreement but only at an amount which is reasonable in

the light of the anticipated or actual harm caused by the breach, the difficulties of proof of loss,
and the inconvenience or nonfeasibility of otherwise obtaining an adequate remedy.
The UCC provides that its purpose is to clarify the law concerning commercial
transactions and therefore addresses liquidated damages in such transactions. HRS § 490:1-103.
Thus, a Hawaii court may find the UCC informative in addressing commercial real estate
transactions. In Association of Apartment Owners v. Walker-Moody Constr. Co., Ltd., 2 Haw.
App. 285, 630 P.2d 652 (1981) (“Walker-Moody”), the Hawaii Intermediate Court of Appeals
(the “ICA”) said that it preferred to take a consistent and enlightened approach by applying the
UCC rule even though the case is not specifically under its coverage. See also Am. Elec. Co.,
LLC v. Parsons RCI, Inc., 90 F. Supp. 3d 1079, 1084 (D. Haw. 2015) (“Am. Elec.”), discussed
below.
6. WHAT IS THE TEST FOR A VALID LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE?
Gomez was the first appellate case to address enforceability of an LDC. Gomez stated
that the decision in Jenkins v. Wise, 58 Haw. 592, 574 P.2d 1337 (1978) (“Jenkins”) compels its
decision and went on to hold that where the Buyer’s breach did not involve bad faith conduct, an
LDC clause would be enforced by the Seller if there was a reasonable relationship between the
amount of payments retained and the amount of Seller’s actual damages. Gomez, 1 Haw. App. at
75, 613 P.2d at 661-62. Gomez was followed by Shanghai. In Shanghai, the Hawaii Supreme
Court mentioned that the jury found no bad faith breach and stated that under Gomez, the Seller
was entitled to retain the deposit if it bore a reasonable relationship to actual damages.
Shanghai, 92 Hawai‘i at 494-95, 993 P.2d at 528-29. See also Kaiman Realty, Inc. v.
Carmichael, 65 Haw. 637, 655 P.2d 872 (1982) (“Kaiman”); Dias, 67 Haw. 114, 679 P.2d 133.
Jenkins was an LDC case only in the sense that the Seller wanted to cancel the agreement
and keep the LDA deposit. Since the Court held for the Buyer and ordered specific performance
in favor of the Buyer, the enforceability of the LDC was no longer at issue. When the LDC is at
issue in a case, we only know what the law is if the Buyer’s breach does not involve bad faith.
Thus, case law in Hawaii for the enforceability of an LDC has only addressed situations
where the Buyer’s breach does not involve gross negligence or bad faith. In Jenkins, the market
value had appreciated and the case was about a non-bad faith defaulting Buyer’s rights to
specific performance. In Gomez, the market value had depreciated and the litigation was over
the LDC. Yet the ICA said that the Jenkins principle applies to the Gomez situation. Gomez, 1
Haw. App. at 75, 613 P.2d at 661-62. Gomez then established the law in Hawaii for the
enforceability of an LDC where the Buyer’s breach does not involve bad faith.
Jenkins was a jury waived case and the trial judge found that the Buyer defaulted the
agreement of sale by failing to pay interest and principal when due, and that this warranted
cancellation of the agreement. Jenkins, 58 Haw. at 595, 574 P.2d at 1340. However, there were
other facts involved that influenced the finding of no bad faith. There is no Hawaii case law to
assist us in determining when a Buyer’s breach involves bad faith or even to tell us whether the
LDC is enforceable where the Buyer’s breach does involve bad faith. Even if facts reveal that
the Buyer was grossly negligent in failing to close or somehow acted in bad faith in failing to
close or refusing to close, it may be that a Seller should still be able to enforce the LDC provided

the reasonable relationship test is met. We are also left to wonder if the Buyer’s breach did
involve bad faith that the Seller could still enforce the LDC even if the reasonable relationship
test was not met. Other than dicta in Gomez we have no case authority for the enforceability of
an LDC where the Buyer’s breach was in bad faith. Gomez suggests that the Seller may be
entitled to forfeiture if there had been a bad faith breach. Speaking about the Seller, the ICA
said, “He is not, absent purchaser’s bad faith, entitled to forfeiture.” Gomez, 1 Haw. App. at 75,
613 P.2d at 661-62.
We can say that Hawaii law leaves it to the discretion of the trial judge to answer these
uncertainties. In Scotella v. Osgood, 4 Haw. App. 20, 659 P.2d 73 (1983) (“Scotella”), the
Buyer’s failure to close when required was due to delays by an appraiser and it is likely the Court
thought that this breach did not involve bad faith. So, the ICA remanded the case to the trial
court to determine the issue of bad faith and whether the Sellers could be adequately
compensated for any injury and whether a forfeiture would result, if specific performance was
denied. Id. at 25-26, 659 P.2d at 76-77.
In doing so, it stated that the trial court, in exercising its discretion, and applying the
reasonable relationship test, could uphold cancellation of the agreement while ordering a refund
of that portion of any moneys paid which would constitute a penalty rather than reasonable
liquidated damages. Id.
Several of the cases cited in this Article involve installment land sale contract cases,
called “agreements of sale” where typically possession and “equitable interests” are transferred
to the buyer at an initial closing followed by a subsequent title conveyance closing when the
balance owed under the agreement of sale is paid. These include Jenkins, Kaiman, Dias and
Gomez. In agreement of sale cases, the Hawaii courts will note that they are akin to financing
instruments and that forfeitures include not only the payments made by the buyer but forfeiture
of the right of possession and the equitable interest. Other cases cited involve executory
contracts where possession as well as title would not yet have passed. These include Shanghai,
Scotella and Kona. Despite the different considerations between installment land sale contracts
and the ordinary executory contracts, this difference has not been a factor in the cited cases.
7. WHO HAS THE BURDEN OF PROOF?
In Hawaii, the party attempting to enforce the liquidated damages clause has the burden
of proof to introduce evidence that the LDA bore a reasonable relationship to actual damages.
Customarily, the Seller has to put on testimony regarding its actual damages and, as the party
enforcing the liquidated damages clause, has the burden of proof of establishing the reasonable
relationship between the deposits and the Seller’s actual damages.
In Shanghai, the Court noted that, although the Seller had a full and fair opportunity at
trial to adduce evidence that the $5 million in damages bore a reasonable relationship to its actual
damages, it did not do so. Shanghai, 92 Hawai‘i at 495, 993 P.2d at 529.
One wonders if a Seller elects actual damages instead of the LDA under an LDC, the
Buyer might raise the LDC as a defense and possibly could have the burden of proof in trying to
enforce the LDC.

8. AS OF WHEN IS “REASONABLENESS” TESTED?
Note that the UCC permits reasonableness to be tested either at the contracting stage or
after damages have been incurred.
The UCC’s “consistent and enlightened” approach recognizes that there may be
difficulties of proof of loss and thus permits a liquidated damages amount that is reasonable in
the light of the anticipated harm. HRS § 490:2-718. Thus, the UCC contemplates a prospective
look to compare the LDA with anticipated damages.
From the available case law, in the Gomez situation it would appear that under Hawaii
law, the reasonableness requirement is to be determined as of trial and a court would not enforce
the LDC based purely on a prospective view and would require a retroactive look in testing
whether the liquidated damages clause is reasonable and enforceable. Where there are actual
damages, the prospective test would appear to be moot because even if it appeared reasonable or
unreasonable at the time of contracting, the retrospective look at the actual damages would
probably be determinative. However, the following federal cases that apply Hawaii law
discusses when reasonableness is to be tested, i.e., both the prospective and retrospective tests.
Since Hawaii case law is sparse on the enforceability of LDC, these federal court opinions could
be used to argue that it is possible under Hawaii law and under the right circumstances that either
test could be used to determine enforceability of a liquidated damages clause.
Clear Channel was a Hawaii federal district court case that was not a purchase and sale
case. In that case, the defendant cancelled a hotel conference due to the September 11, 2001
World Trade Center terrorist attacks. 266 F. Supp. 2d at 1216. Instead of a fixed liquidated
damages amount, there was a cancellation fee based on a schedule. Id. at 1225. The Court stated
correctly that under Hawaii law, liquidated damages must be enforced if there is a reasonable
relation between the liquidated damages and the amount of the party’s actual damages and that a
clause that constituted a penalty would not be enforced. Id. at 1226.
However, the Court also turned to the RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 356 and
found that two factors determined whether there was a penalty. The first factor is the
reasonableness of the amount in light of the anticipated or actual loss. (Both prospective and
retrospective tests.) The second factor is difficulty of proof of loss. The Court stated that the
Plaintiff’s difficulty in proving its loss weighs in favor of a finding that the liquidated damages
clause is enforceable. Id.
This case was a motion for summary judgment case, and due to conflicting evidence of
the amount of anticipated and actual damages, the Court determined that there was a genuine
issue of material fact and denied the Plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment as to the issue of
damages with respect to the actual loss part of the first factor of the RESTATEMENT (the
retrospective reasonableness factor). Id. at 1227. But the Court also granted the Plaintiff’s
Motion for Summary Judgment as to the issue of damages with respect to the second prong
(difficulty of proof of loss). Id. at 1226-27, 1229. This partial denial and partial granting of
summary judgment is subject to interpretation. Was satisfying one of the tests sufficient and was
this an order for summary judgment upholding the LDC or, since summary judgment on the

reasonableness test was denied, did it mean that there would have to be a trial on that issue. The
next federal district court case further discusses this issue.
Am. Elec. was a construction delay case providing for liquidated damages for delay. It is
instructive in that it provides that even if the parties used the required “buzz” words for the test
on a prospective basis, the Court said it will not be divested of its ability to review the
reasonableness and enforceability of the clause and the use of terminology such as penalty or
liquidated is not determinative. Am. Elec., 90 F. Supp. 3d at 1084. Then the Court actually
addressed the question as to whether, under Hawaii law, the test was a prospective or
retrospective test or both and even cited to Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code. The
Court determined that the retrospective actual damages test was only a preferred test and that the
Hawaii courts did not foreclose the use of anticipated damages, noting that the prospective test
was the majority rule in the United States. Id. at 1088. The Court declared that it would apply
both prospective and retrospective tests. Id. at 1089. This prospective test was pertinent in this
case because it appeared that there may not have been actual damages as a result of the
construction delay but that it was reasonable to have anticipated that there would be.
Nevertheless, since this was a Motion for Summary Judgment, the ultimate holding was that
there were genuine disputes of material fact precluding summary judgment.
So, if this federal judge accurately described Hawaii law, if the amount of liquidated
damages was reasonable at the time of contracting, and if Hawaii law did not “foreclose” the
prospective test, and the comparison to actual damages is only a “preferred” test, then it may be
that given the right case, a non-defaulting party could recover liquidated damages based on a
prospective test even if no actual damages resulted. On the other hand, in a purchase and sale
case, if there has been market appreciation and the Seller is retaining a property with a value in
excess of the purchase price yet seeks to keep the Buyer’s deposits as liquidated damages, it
would appear unlikely that a court would enforce the LDC, no matter what the majority rule is in
this Country.
Both Clear Channel and Am. Elec. are federal district court cases where proof of actual
damages was problematic. As federal district court cases, their interpretation of Hawaii law is
not binding. For purposes of this article, which focuses on real estate purchase and sale cases,
difficulty in measuring actual damages would be rare as expert testimony could establish fair
market value for comparison to the price and the LDA. In all likelihood, if these federal district
court cases were to be interpreted that under Hawaii law it would be sufficient to satisfy only the
prospective test when actual damages was difficult to determine, they would still not be good
precedent for real estate purchase and sale cases. In those cases, the retrospective test looks to be
the test to be used. So, even if the LDA is deemed to be a reasonable estimate of anticipated
harm, if proven later to be disproportionate to actual damages, the LDC might not be enforced.
Perhaps the parties can contract around the uncertainty as to whether the prospective test
alone can determine the enforceability of the LDC. The following is a clause where the second
section addresses the prospective/retrospective issue:
The parties agree that, if the Buyer breaches the Contract by failing to
perform its obligations by the deadline specified (as the same may be extended as
provided herein), the Seller’s damages will be difficult to calculate or measure

with precision. The parties have made a good faith effort at arriving at a
reasonable forecast of the Seller’s probable actual damages and have considered
the likely impact of any default by Buyer and the various types of damages likely
to be incurred. As a result, the parties have agreed on the amount of the Deposit
as liquidated damages. The intention of the parties is to approximate the potential
actual damages and this sum is not intended as a penalty. In other words, the
parties have not agreed on this sum as a disincentive to prevent a breach of
contract but instead as a good faith estimate of the actual damages that the Seller
is likely to suffer.
The parties further agree, that the market is complex and that the Seller
has complex commitments that will be impacted by any default by Buyer and in
consideration of all of this, they have agreed on liquidated damages in order to
have an efficient remedy in the event of such default without the necessity of
having to provide evidence of actual damages or to attempt to prove actual
damages and to avoid disputes about direct damages, consequential damages and
other such issues. The parties have agreed that the amount of the Deposit bears a
reasonable relationship to the parties’ reasonable estimate at this time of the
damages the Seller is likely to suffer in the event of Buyer’s breach and that this
reasonableness is to be tested as of the date that the parties enter into this
agreement and have agreed that to simplify procedures and to save costs, there is
no requirement to examine the actual consequences of any default.
9. WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE PURCHASE PRICE
IS LIKELY ACCEPTABLE AS LIQUIDATED DAMAGES?
In real estate purchase and sale transactions, typically at the time of contracting, the LDA
is the amount of the deposit with the Seller having the right to keep the deposit as liquidated
damages in the event of the Buyer’s default. Deposits are usually a small enough percentage of
the purchase price to appear to be reasonable. So in a prospective test, the amount could pass
muster. However, for the retrospective test, actual damages would typically depend on whether
the market price had appreciated or declined.
The following is from a trial level case and illustrates the retrospective test. This was for
the sale of several resort condominium units where the deposits totaled $497,000. The actual
damages, a 17% drop in market price, plus remarketing expenses and commission added up to
$515,450. The Judge ruled that $497,000 bore a reasonable relationship to $515,450 and ruled
that the Seller was entitled to keep the deposits as liquidated damages.
Since the determination of “reasonable relationship” is left to the discretion of the trial
judge, there will always be a question as to whether you can have a reasonable relationship if the
deposits had exceeded the actual damages and whether in the judgment of the trial judge the
excess amount would still have a reasonable relationship to the actual damages.
Buyers will expend considerable funds in conducting due diligence and will not agree to
limit its remedies in the event of Seller default to termination of the contract. So, the contract
will typically provide that Buyers will have all remedies available in law or in equity, including

specific performance as well as damages. At times, the parties will cap the damages by agreeing
for Seller to pay Buyer’s costs subject to a ceiling. There may be contracts where the cap is
described as a liquidated damages amount. While there is no case law in Hawaii on such a
provision in favor of the Buyer, the same principles will probably apply. The amount might have
to bear a reasonable relationship to the Buyer’s actual damages.
10. ARE ACTUAL DAMAGES RELEVANT FOR LIQUIDATED DAMAGES AND, IN PARTICULAR,
WILL LIQUIDATED DAMAGES BE ALLOWED WHEN THERE ARE NO ACTUAL DAMAGES?
Gomez reviewed Jenkins and case law in other jurisdictions and adopted the requirement
that there be a reasonable relationship between the LDA and actual damages. 1 Haw. App. at 7375, 613 P.2d at 661-62. The test of reasonable relationship to actual damages requires evidence
of actual damages or loss. The Court in Shanghai ruled that the trial court erred in allowing the
Seller to retain a five million dollar deposit as liquidated damages because of lack of evidence of
actual damages. 92 Hawai‘i at 495, 993 P.2d at 529. The record in Shanghai did not disclose
the fair market value of the property, the actual or estimated costs of resale and other costs, and
the Seller failed to present any substantial evidence that the $5 million earnest money deposit
bore any relationship to the actual loss. Accordingly, the Court ruled that the trial court erred in
allowing the Seller to retain the entire $5 million deposit as liquidated damages.
Whether an LDA bears a reasonable relationship to the amount of actual damages is left
to the discretion of the trial judge. An LDA that exceeds actual damages could be enforceable if
still viewed as having a reasonable relationship or unenforceable if viewed as a penalty. This
leaves open the question as to whether a Hawaii court would enforce an LDC with an LDA
couched as a minimum or even as a range of amounts. Would that allow for an award over the
minimum or within the range if the amount of actual damages was such that a trial judge can
decide that an LDA over the minimum or within the range bears the requisite reasonable
relationship?
Therefore, under these cases, liquidated damages will not be allowed when there are no
actual damages or when the Seller fails to produce evidence of actual damages. However, as
described in section 8 above, since it is not clear under Hawaii law that reasonableness has to be
tested only after there are actual damages, if the court were to test reasonableness only against
anticipated damages at the time of contracting, liquidated damages could be allowed when there
are no actual damages.
11. IS MITIGATION RELEVANT FOR LIQUIDATED DAMAGES?
Since the test in Hawaii under Gomez is to determine the reasonableness of the liquidated
damages versus actual damages, actual damages are affected by the need to mitigate. In Hawaii,
as elsewhere, the aggrieved party (the Seller) has a duty to make every reasonable effort to
mitigate his damages. While not an active mitigation action, in Clear Channel there is a
discussion of post default revenues received by the Seller which were to be used to offset and
calculate the Seller’s actual damages. 266 F. Supp. 2d at 1228-29.
In Hawaii, failure to mitigate damages is a defense and the burden would be on the Buyer
to prove that mitigation is possible. Malani v. Clapp, 56 Haw. 507, 542 P.2d 1265 (1975). In

purchase and sale transactions, the obvious mitigation would be to resell the property. There are
two potential problems here. First, the resale price may not accurately reflect the value of the
property, and second, if the parties are litigating the enforceability of the Seller’s rights to keep
the deposit, theoretically the Seller’s ability to market the property is constrained by the litigation
and the Buyer’s continuing rights under the contract and mitigation through resale may not be
possible until the litigation with the Buyer is concluded.
12. IS A “SHOTGUN” LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE ENFORCEABLE?
To have an LDC for any default of any covenant does not appear to be customary in real
property purchase and sale agreements, and we have found no Hawaii appellate decision on
whether such an LDC would be enforceable.
13. DOES A LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE PRECLUDE
RECOVERY OF ATTORNEYS’ FEES BY THE SELLER?
In cases where the liquidated damages clause is upheld, under Gomez, it would be upheld
because the Court thought the amount had a reasonable relationship to the actual damages and
that conceivably the Seller’s actual damages would have included his out-of-pocket expenditures
such as for legal fees. This probably will depend on the liquidated damages clause in question.
It may state that it is the exclusive remedy for all the Seller’s damages and this would then
include legal fees or it may state that it is the exclusive remedy except for attorney’s fees. In
Gomez, the LDC simply stated that in the event of the purchaser’s default, the Sellers may elect
to cancel the agreement and all payments theretofore made shall be retained by the Seller and
shall be deemed to be liquidated damages and rent for the use and occupation of the property and
in settlement of any depreciation of the same and not as a penalty. In footnote 2, the ICA said
that the trial court may, if authorized by law, award attorney’s fees and costs which were not
included in the calculation of actual damages. Gomez, 1 Haw. App. at 76 n.2, 613 P.2d at 662
n.2. Hawaii law authorizes the award of attorney’s fees in cases concerning assumpsit damages
which is defined as for the recovery of damages for non-performance of a contract. Schulz v.
Honsador, Inc., 67 Haw. 433, 690 P.2d 279 (1984).
Then too the trial court might consider the type of attorney’s fees involved. Attorney’s
fees incurred in mitigation efforts could be considered part of actual damages but attorney’s fees
incurred in enforcing the defaulted contract might be considered part of actual damages or might
be considered as separate damages.
Conclusion
Hawaii case law on liquidated damages is nowhere settled and there are a lot of
uncertainties. What we can conclude is that the enforceability of an LDC is left to the discretion
of the trial court and if, in its opinion, the amount of the liquidated damages is a penalty, the
clause will be unenforceable. It will be enforceable if there is no bad faith breach and if, in the
trial court’s opinion, the LDA bears a reasonable relationship to the actual damage. The
retrospective test and determination of actual damages appear to be required but the prospective
test may be applicable in a given case. One wonders whether an LDC is even needed and
whether in a contract that provides for a non-refundable deposit, a Seller may plead alternative

remedies such as specific performance, actual damages or retention of the deposit and then elect
the remedy of retention of the deposit without the necessity of proving the enforceability of a
LDC.
As transactional lawyers, we have customarily taken tips from case law throughout the
nation in drafting what we would consider required provisions for the liquidated damages clause.
These would include statements of anticipated difficulty of measuring actual damages, no intent
to penalize, and other such “buzz” words. Sometimes we would negotiate statements of
“exclusive remedy”. Such drafting and negotiating of the liquidated damages clause is based on
anticipating the need to satisfy a prospective test. A federal magistrate reminds us that our
efforts may not be as important as we think and that the language used will not prevent the Court
from reviewing the enforceability of the clause from a retrospective view and the use of
particular words will not be determinative. Am. Elec., 90 F. Supp. 3d at 1084. Furthermore,
since, based on the uncertainty created by Dias, it may be possible that given the right
circumstances, Hawaii law might permit the award of both liquidated and actual damages, or
whichever is higher or allow the Seller to have a choice and furthermore, since the trial court will
take a retrospective look at the case and apply its discretion, it may be prudent to avoid providing
that the liquidated damages clause is the exclusive remedy in lieu of actual damages. All of this
creates more negotiating issues as a Buyer’s perspective is certainly different. Finally, as noted
above, it may be sufficient to provide for a non-refundable deposit in lieu of an LDC. But until
there is more certainty in the case law, Sellers will probably still insist on a liquidated damages
clause.
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Liquidated Damages in Delaware
Robert J. Krapf and Sara T. Toner, Richards, Layton & Finger P.A., Wilmington, Delaware

Most contracts for the purchase and sale of commercial real property include among the
remedies for breach a provision for the seller to receive or retain the contract deposit as
liquidated damages for the purchaser's breach. At times, the contract will also provide for other
remedies, whether damages or equitable relief (e.g., specific performance), in addition to the
liquidated damages remedy. Including other remedies in the same contract can result in a court
having to sort out the extent to which the different remedies are available to the non-breaching
party and are not precluded on the basis that other remedies are available.
In particular, courts in various jurisdictions have attempted to address the issue of
whether a liquidated damages clause in a contract is invalid because the contract gives the nonbreaching party the option to choose between liquidated damages and actual damages. In a
recent Colorado case, Ravenstar, LLC v. One Ski Hill Place, LLC,1 the Colorado Supreme Court
held that such an option does not invalidate the liquidated damages provision based on the
freedom of the parties to contract as they desire. The court went on, however, to hold that the
option is an exclusive one, so the non-breaching party must elect one or the other remedy.
Courts of various states are divided on this issue, with the courts in some states finding the
liquidated damages provision to be unenforceable on the basis that providing an option of
remedies creates a penalty against the breaching party and such a penalty negates the liquidated
damages provision.2 The rationale for that position is that the non-breaching party will choose
only liquidated damages if it believes actual damages to be less than liquidated damages, hence
the concept of a penalty. On the other hand, courts such as the one in Ravenstar find the election
of remedies to be a penalty because a party may not want to engage in litigation to discover what
actual damages may be.
There do not appear to be any reported Delaware cases directly on point. The closest
reported case appears to be Kysor Indus. Corp. v. Margaux Inc.,3 where a letter of intent on a
business acquisition provided for a $300,000 termination fee and payment of certain expenses to
be paid to the acquirer should the deal not proceed. On summary judgment, the court upheld the
termination fee as enforceable liquidated damages. The court did not grant summary judgment
This article is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be and should not be taken
as legal advice. In addition, this article is the statement by the authors only and does not
necessarily reflect the views of Richards, Layton & Finger, P.A., any of its other attorneys, or its
clients. Robert Krapf and Sara Toner are directors and vice-presidents of Richards, Layton &
Finger, P.A., in Wilmington, Delaware. The authors are grateful for the assistance of R. Parker
Havis, a law student at Tulane University School of Law and summer associate at Richards,
Layton & Finger, P.A.
1
401 P.3d 552 (Co. 2017).
2
Williston on Contracts, §§ 65:24 and 65:32 (4th ed. 2002). The courts upholding the
provision apparently do so on the basis of freedom of contract.
3
674 A 2d 889 (Del Super. 1996).
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on the claim for expenses because of ambiguity in the expense provision, but not because of an
inherent inability to pursue a damages action for those expenses in addition to claiming the
liquidated damages. The court did not seem to find the concept of liquidated damages in
addition to actual damages troubling, largely because even if the aggregate of the termination fee
together with the claimed expenses were granted to the acquirer, the total damages represented a
reasonable percentage of the acquirer's offer, in this case 4.8%.
There are a variety of related issues, however, that have been addressed by the Delaware
courts in dealing with the enforceability of liquidated damages clauses and the exclusivity of
certain remedies. This article provides a brief overview of these various issues under Delaware
law.
1.

MAY THE SELLER CHOOSE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE INSTEAD OF
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES (SO THAT LIQUIDATED DAMAGES ARE
NOT AN EXCLUSIVE REMEDY)?

In Delaware, specific performance is not a matter of right, and no party is ever
unconditionally entitled to specific performance.4 Specific performance is considered by
Delaware courts to be "an extraordinary remedy" and thus not readily awarded. 5 The subject
matter of the dispute must be that the demanding party (1) is entitled to specific performance and
(2) has no other adequate remedy at law.6
On the first element, entitlement to specific performance, the demanding party must show
all of the following: "(1) a valid contract exists, (2) he is ready, willing, and able to perform, and
(3) that the balance of equities tips in favor of the party seeking performance."7 For the second
element, Delaware has considered that "[r]eal property is unique; thus, specific performance of a
real estate sale contract is often the only adequate remedy … except in rare circumstances." 8
If the contract is silent concerning specific performance, an aggrieved party still might
obtain an award of specific performance, as the Delaware Supreme Court has held that the power
to craft an "appropriate remedy for breach of contract is within a court's inherent jurisdiction and
is not necessarily confined to the parties' contractual undertakings unless the parties clearly so
indicate."9 Accordingly, specific performance could in principle be awarded notwithstanding a
liquidated damages provision if the contract did not expressly disclaim specific performance and
if the aggrieved party shows the necessity of such a remedy. 10

4

W. Willow-Bay Court, LLC v. Robino-Bay Court Plaza, LLC, 2007 WL 3317551, at *13 (Del.
Ch. Nov. 2, 2007).
5
Osborn ex rel. Osborn v. Kemp, 991 A.2d 1153, 1158 (Del. Mar. 25, 2010).
6
Id.
7
Id.
8
Id. at 1162-63 n.30 (Del. Mar. 25, 2010) (referring to and quoting in footnotes Szambelak v.
Tsipouras, 2007 WL 4179315, at *7 (Del. Ch. Nov. 19, 2007)).
9
Topper v. Topper, 553 A.2d 639 (Del. Dec. 13, 1988) (unpublished table decision).
10
See id.
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2.

MAY THE SELLER CHOOSE ACTUAL DAMAGES INSTEAD OF
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES (SO THAT LIQUIDATED DAMAGES ARE
NOT AN EXCLUSIVE DAMAGE REMEDY)?

Delaware courts have held that the aggrieved party is allowed to recover actual damages
despite a provision for liquidated damages in the contract.11 In Harris v. Conrad, the plaintiffs
had entered into a lease-to-purchase arrangement for a residence. Part of the monthly payments
made to the defendant constituted rent and the balance were pre-payments toward the purchase
price. Under the terms of the contract, in the event of default by the buyer, the seller could elect
to retain the payments made by the buyer on account of the purchase price or as liquidated
damages. If the latter, the contract would be considered terminated. The buyer defaulted in its
payments and filed an action of specific performance to recover the "equity" portion of the
monthly payments made to the seller that the seller was unwilling to return. The seller
counterclaimed for damages suffered by virtue of the plaintiff retaining possession of the
property for the period from the intended closing date on the purchase to when plaintiff finally
vacated the residence. The court held that although the contract provided for liquidated
damages, the seller should be allowed to recover its actual damages in lieu of liquidated
damages, though it could not retain the "equity" portion of rents it had received and also recover
actual damages for the period the plaintiff remained in possession. 12
3.

IF THE SELLER MAY CHOOSE LIQUIDATED DAMAGES OR
ACTUAL DAMAGES, MAY IT HAVE BOTH?

Delaware courts have generally held that an aggrieved party may only have either
liquidated or actual damages13 – but not both.14 However, Delaware courts have allowed both
actual and liquidated damages in two circumstances.15
First, actual and liquidated damages may each be available for a different type of breach
if the agreement so provides. 16 The court in Isti Del., Inc. v. Townsend noted in dicta that parties
to a contract can argue that liquidated damages are recoverable in the event of a particular type
of damage, and actual damages may be recoverable for other types of damages. In this case,
however, the court found the contract to be clear: the plaintiff was entitled only to liquidated
damages for the buyer's breach, and, under the facts of the case, the plaintiff had no right to
claim special or consequential damages for that breach.

11

Harris v. Conrad, 1984 WL 21876, at *4 (Del. Ch. Sept. 19, 1984).
Id. at *4.
13
Id. (claiming that "equity payments" as liquidated damages cannot be held while seeking
compensatory damages).
14
Tropical Nursing, Inc. v. Arbors at New Castle Subacute and Rehab. Ctr., 2005 WL 8135148,
at *5 (Del. Super. Ct. Apr. 4, 2005).
15
See Isti Del., Inc. v. Townsend, 1993 WL 189467, at *5 (Del. Super. Ct. Mar. 31, 1993); see
Del. Limousine Serv. v. Royal Limousine Serv., 1991 WL 53449, at *5 (Del. Super. Ct. Apr. 5,
1991).
16
Isti Del., Inc., 1993 WL 189467, at *5.
12
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Second, a breach due to an event not contemplated by the parties in the liquidated
damages clause may allow for the recovery of actual damages, presuming that the contract does
not also elect liquidated damages as the sole remedy. 17 For example, in Del. Limousine Services,
Inc. v. Royal Limousine Services, Inc., the court analyzed the scope of the liquidated damages
claims in certain vehicle sublet and sales contracts. Because the contracts at issue did not make
liquidated damages the exclusive remedy for all breaches and because the damage suffered by
the plaintiff resulted from acts not within the scope of the liquidated damages clause, the plaintiff
was entitled to seek actual damages in addition to liquidated damages.
4. IF THE SELLER MAY CHOOSE LIQUIDATED DAMAGES OR ACTUAL
DAMAGES BUT NOT BOTH, WHEN MUST IT DECIDE?
Delaware courts have not yet directly addressed the question of when an aggrieved party
with the right to do so must elect between liquidated and actual damages. In the reported
Delaware cases, parties have addressed the parties' choice of relief in the pleadings. 18 Of course,
if the aggrieved party terminates the agreement by reason of the other party's breach, the remedy
of specific performance is no longer available.19
5.

IS THERE AN APPLICABLE STATUTE ADDRESSING LIQUIDATED
DAMAGES CLAUSES?

No Delaware statute addresses liquidated damages in the sale of real property. Of course,
the Delaware Uniform Commercial Code contains a liquidated damages provision for contracts
dealing with the sale of goods. 20 Accordingly, the issues surrounding liquidated damages in the
sale of real property are addressed only by case law.
6.

WHAT IS THE TEST FOR A VALID LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
CLAUSE?

As with a majority of jurisdictions, the general rule for finding an enforceable liquidated
damages remedy, rather than an unenforceable penalty, is where (1) the damages that the parties
might reasonably anticipate to result from a breach are difficult or impossible to ascertain (at the
time of contracting) because of their indefiniteness or uncertainty, and (2) the agreed-upon sum
is reasonable. For example, this general test for a valid liquidated damages claim is found in Lee
Builders Inc. v. Wells, to the effect that a liquidated damages clause is enforceable when the
damages are uncertain and the amount agreed upon is reasonable.21 Further holdings of what
constitutes an enforceable liquidated damages clause have added that the reasonableness of
17

Del. Limousine Serv., 1991 WL 53449, at *2.
See, e.g., S.H. Deliveries Inc. v. TriState Courier & Carriage Inc., 1997 WL 817883, at *2
(Del. Super. Ct. May 21, 1997) (holding that if an aggrieved party's liquidated damages are void
as they constitute a penalty, then the party's recovery could be based upon actual damages
instead).
19
Draper v. Westwood Dev. Partners, LLC, 2010 WL 2432896, at *5 (Del. Ch. June 3, 2010);
See also Isti Del. Inc., 1993 WL 189467,at *6.
20
6 Del. C. §2-718.
21
34 Del. Ch. 307, 309 (Del. Ch. Mar. 17, 1954).
18
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damages is either related to a reasonable estimate of damages that would likely be caused by a
breach or reasonably proportionate to what damages have actually been caused by the breach.22
7.

WHO HAS THE BURDEN OF PROOF?

As liquidated damages are presumed valid, the party contesting the provision has the
burden of proof.23
8.

AS OF WHEN IS "REASONABLENESS" TESTED?

As discussed above, one of the tests for enforceable liquidated damages is that the
amount is reasonable. The "reasonableness" of the liquidated damages amount is tested as of the
time of the contract's formation.24
9.

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE PURCHASE PRICE IS LIKELY
ACCEPTABLE AS LIQUIDATED DAMAGES?

Liquidated damages provisions may be enforced even though the liquidated damages are
"substantially larger than actual damages."25 Delaware courts have not established a bright-line
test to determine when damages are too high in proportion to the purchase price, but rather have
focused on the circumstances surrounding the parties' adoption of liquidated damages as a
remedy under the contract.26 Moreover, Delaware courts have granted a broad latitude to the
amount of liquidated damages that were agreed upon by the parties.
For example in W&G Seaford Assocs., L.P. v. E. Shore Mkts., Inc., the Delaware District
Court addressed the issue of whether a landlord could enforce a liquidated damages clause in a
commercial lease.27 In that case, the liquidated damages were triggered by the tenant's failure to
open its store in the landlord's center and were equal to the accelerated rent for the entire term of
the lease. The court held that this remedy was a liquidated damages provision, not penal in
nature, and therefore enforceable.28 In other words, because the parties bargained for liquidated
damages as the remedy for this particular breach, it was enforceable even though it equaled the
entirety of what the landlord might otherwise have received as rent and notwithstanding that the
landlord was free to seek actual damages.

22

Tropical Nursing, Inc. v. Arbors at New Castle Subacute and Rehab. Ctr, 2005 WL 8135148,
at *5 (Del. Super. Ct. Apr. 4, 2005); Piccotti's Res. v. Gracie's Inc., 1988 WL 15338, at *1
(Del.Super. Ct. Feb. 23, 1988).
23
S.H. Deliveries Inc., 1997 WL 817883, at *3.
24
Del. Bay Surgical Serv., P.C. v. Swier, 900 A.2d 646, 651 (Del. May 22, 2006) (referring to
the estimate of damages at the time of contract); see Tropical Nursing, Inc., 2005 WL 8135148,
at *5 (Del. Super. Ct. Apr. 4, 2005).
25
S.H. Deliveries Inc., 1997 WL 817883, at *2.
26
Retention of a 5% down payment fee relating to a purchase of real estate is not considered an
unreasonable amount. Lee Builders, Inc., 34 Del. Ch. at 309.
27
714 F.Supp. 1336 (D. Del. 1989).
28
Id. at 1346-48.
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10.

ARE ACTUAL DAMAGES RELEVANT FOR LIQUIDATED DAMAGES,
AND IN PARTICULAR, WILL LIQUIDATED DAMAGES BE ALLOWED
WHEN THERE ARE NO ACTUAL DAMAGES?

Liquidated damages provisions can still be enforced even if there is no proof of actual
damages.29
11.

IS MITIGATION RELEVANT FOR LIQUIDATED DAMAGES?

Although Delaware law generally requires the damaged party to mitigate its damages, 30
mitigation is not required for enforcing liquidated damages. 31 This is because liquidated
damages are not tied to actual damages, but only to what the parties entering into the contract
have agreed to be a reasonable estimate of the damages that could be caused by the breach. 32
12.

IS A "SHOTGUN" LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE
ENFORCEABLE?

A so-called "shotgun" liquidated damages clause allows for complete recovery under the
contract irrespective of the materiality of the breach. While Delaware has not specifically
addressed the enforceability of a "shotgun" clause, there exists competing authority on how a
Delaware court might consider such a provision.
On one hand, some Delaware cases have considered the enforceability of a liquidated
damages provision based on the reasonableness of the damages in relation to what the actual
damages are forecasted to be or whether the liquidated damages are reasonably proportionate to
the damages actually caused by the breach. 33 Additionally, at least one Delaware court has held
that payment of a liquidated damages provision "irrespective of the damages sustained,
constitutes a penalty."34

29

Piccotti's Rest. v. Gracie's, Inc., 1988 WL 15338, at *3 (Del. Super. Ct. Feb. 23, 1988)
("join[ing] with the majority" in holding that liquidated damages provisions are valid despite no
actual damages being proven).
30
See, e.g., Wise v. W. Union Tel. Co., 181 A. 302, 305 (Del. Super. 1935). "Under the common
law of contracts, the measure of damages has always been tempered by the rule requiring the
injured party to minimize, that is, mitigate, the losses, although the party causing the breach must
pay for the cost of mitigation." Hanner v. Rice, 2000 WL 303458, at *2 (Del. Super. Jan. 3,
2000); Wilson v. Pepper, 1995 WL 562235, at *4 (Del. Super. Aug. 21, 1995) (noting that
"plaintiffs must take steps to mitigate their losses"); Wise, 181 A. at 305 (stating that injured
parties are "under a duty to make a reasonable effort to minimize ... damages").
31
Princess Hotels, Int'l Inc. v. Del. State Bar Ass'n, 1997 WL 817853, at *3 (Del. Super. Ct. Oct.
29, 1997).
32
S.H. Deliveries, Inc., 1997 WL 817883, at *2.
33
Id.
34
CRS Proppants LLC v. Preferred Resin Holding Co., LLC, 2016 WL 6094167, at *4 (Del.
Super. Ct. Sept. 27, 2016).
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On the other hand, Delaware courts have firmly held parties to their agreement on
liquidated damages and broadly considered the parties' intent to justify what may appear to be an
inequitable result.35 By allowing for what seems to be a harsh result to a potentially minor
breach, a "shotgun" clause could be considered to be in the gray area between a penalty and a
valid, contracted-for provision. If parties wish to adopt an enforceable "shotgun" clause in
Delaware, they should take care to acknowledge the materiality of the contract terms in
consideration for allowing the recovery of liquidated damages. 36
13. DOES A LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CLAUSE PRECLUDE RECOVERY OF
ATTORNEYS' FEES BY THE SELLER?
In instances where a liquidated damages provision specifically contemplates attorneys'
fees, Delaware courts have at least opened the door to the enforceability of such a claim in
addition to liquidated damages.37 Even if the liquidated damages provision is silent on the
inclusion of attorneys' fees, courts have held that the court generally has the power to award
attorneys' fees in certain circumstances so long as there is no statute or contract provision to the
contrary.38
CONCLUSION
Given the importance of freedom of contract under Delaware law,39 Delaware courts are
generally willing to enforce liquidated damages clauses and broadly allow for the remedies that
are otherwise available to parties except to the extent the contract has disclaimed or waived the
remedy in question.

35

See W & G Seaford Assoc., L.P. v. E. Shore Mkts., Inc.,714 F.Supp. 1336, 1348 (D. Del.
1989).
36
See id.
37
Isti Del., Inc. v. Townsend, 1993 WL 189467, at *1, 6 (Del. Super. Ct. Mar. 31, 1993) (but the
court here found no clear-cut answer and asked the parties to brief the issue).
38
Quinn v. Mitchell, 1989 WL 12178, at *3 (Del. Ch. Feb. 13, 1989).
39
See Libeau v. Fox, 880 A. 2d 1049, 1056 (Del. Ch. 2005), aff'd in pertinent part, 892 A. 2d
1068 (Del. 2006).
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An Overview of Public Private Partnerships
and Secrets for Making the Deals Work
Lee A. Weintraub, Becker, Fort Lauderdale, FL

Introduction and Types of Project Models

Although relatively new to the United States, public private partnerships, a method of
delivering public facilities and infrastructure through partnerships between public and private
sector participants, have long been a favored delivery method in Europe, Canada and Australia.
People in those regions questioned why America did not deliver more public facilities using this
method, but America, as a wealthy nation, has always had the necessary funds to develop and
maintain public facilities. But there is nothing like a Great Recession to generate great new ideas.
The first recorded public private partnership (“P3”) in the U.S. occurred in 1652 when a
private company called Water Works Company of Boston built a channel to transport water to a
reservoir for storage and to provide drinking water to local residents.1 However, P3s were not a
preferred delivery method because the government was able to fund its own infrastructure. During
the Great Recession of 2008, public funding dried up and government agencies no longer had the
funding to develop new projects or even maintain the facilities they already owned. Enter the
private sector heroes.
In a public private partnership, the private sector partners with government agencies to
jointly design, build, finance, operate and maintain public assets. Through shared risks, rewards,
and financing, the public and private partners could bridge the funding gap during the Great
Recession to deliver public facilities when the funding for them was not readily available.
To attract private investment, many states around the country have enacted P3 legislation,
both empowering public private partnerships within their jurisdictions and establishing uniform
procurement guidelines and policies.2 In most situations, statutes were not necessary to empower
the public sector to engage in P3s, as local home rule power imbued government agencies with the
inherent authority to procure facilities using a P3 method.3 However, statutes make procurement
procedures more uniform and predictable, enticing private sector investment with more predictable
results.
1

Vincent J. Napoleon, Diana V. Vilmenay & Nia Newton, The Use of Public-Private Partnerships As A Model for
the Delivery of Goods and Services to the Government-Is This A New Concept in Government Contracting?, 35 J.L.
& Com. 119, 124 (2017).
2
According to the Association for the Improvement of American Infrastructure, 37 states have P3 legislative
authority, 14 states have vertical P3 authority for municipal buildings and the like, and 13 states have P3 water
authority. The District of Columbia and Puerto Rico are broadly enabled for P3s.
3
Home rule power allows for cities and counties to enact ordinances at the local level without approval of the state
or the enactment of special acts. City of Colorado Springs v. Securcare Self Storage, Inc., 10 P. 3d 1244 (Colo.
2000); Johnny Bruce Co. v. City of Champaign, 24 Ill. App. 3d 900, 321 N.E. 2d 469 (4th Dist. 1974). The rule
ensures that a city or county has some control over local matters. Fla. Dep't of Revenue v. City of Gainesville, 918
So. 2d 250, 270 (Fla. 2005). Nonetheless, a home rule city or county remains subject to the restrictions of state and
federal laws. Mitchell's Bar & Restaurant, Inc. v. Allegheny County, 924 A. 2d 730 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2007).
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Public private partnerships take numerous shapes, sizes and structures. A common adage
posits “if you have seen one P3, you have seen one P3.” Although the options for structuring a P3
deal are nearly endless, the hallmark of P3s is simply the private and public sectors partnering in
the joint delivery of a facility. The “pure” P3 model involves a private entity designing, building,
financing, operating and maintaining a public facility, usually for a term of decades, after which
control of the facility reverts back to the public sector. Regardless of how these deals are
structured, an aligned system of incentives between the partners encourages the private sector to
absorb more project risk than they would through a traditionally procured project in exchange for
heightened financial reward if performance is properly executed.
The availability of private financing is often the most visible factor of P3s, at least initially,
to the public sector4. P3s are usually financed initially by the private sector, but repaid by the
public sector over the term of the project. A number of potential funding sources may be available
to supplement or replace the public sector’s obligation to repay project expenses, including:
(a)
Project based financing, in which some or all of the project’s funding comes from
revenue generated from the asset itself. University residence halls generate residence fees,
convention centers and hotels generate revenue, as do mixed-use developments, tenant leases, toll
roads, stadiums, parking, concessions, etc. Some P3s are structured so the developer is paid in
whole or part by the revenue generated by the asset they develop, thereby transferring the risk that
the asset will not perform financially as planned to the private partner and away from the public
sector.
(b)
New market tax credits are given to development projects that may open new
geographical markets, such as projects that could turn undeveloped or blighted areas into new
population centers5.
(c)
Tax increment financing increases taxes to fund development projects6.
(d)
The Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act accelerates investment in
U.S. water infrastructure by providing long-term, low cost supplemental loans for regionally and
nationally significant projects.7
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Other key benefits of P3 projects include the transfer of project risk from the public sector to the private and the
ability to leverage the design and operations expertise of the private partner, who spends more time in the industry
improving project efficiencies and reducing costs than the public sector.
5
Code Section 26 U.S.C. §45D permits individual and corporate taxpayers to receive a federal income tax credit for
providing equity investments in a qualified community development entity. New Markets Tax Credit, IRS, Chapter
1 Congressional Intent. Such investments are expected to create jobs and materially improve the lives of residents
of low-income communities.
6
Many states have enacted modern redevelopment statutes, known as tax increment financing. See Minn. Stat.
§469.174-.179; Mo. Rev. Stat. §99.800-.865; Fla. Stat. §163.335-.464. Such statutes authorize local governments to
divert increased property tax revenues into a fund which is used to reimburse the expenditures incurred in carrying
out the plan.
7
Pursuant to 33 U.S.C. § 3901-3914, the Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act is a federal credit
program administered by the EPA financing water infrastructure projects, such as new construction for, or upgrades
to, wastewater and drinking water treatment systems. Learn About the WIFIA Program, EPA,
https://www.epa.gov/wifia/learn-about-wifia-program It allows entities to borrow up to 49% of a water
infrastructure project’s cost at an interest rate from the U.S. Treasury, thus lowering the borrowing cost of capital.
See 33 U.S.C. § 3912.
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(e)
The EB5 visa Program allows foreigners to buy visas in exchange for investing in
a development project that will create jobs8.
(f)
Sometimes, a portion of P3 projects can be funded out of savings the public owner
realizes through increased program efficiency, lower maintenance costs, reduced energy usage, or
tax savings. A school board may consolidate three school buildings into one newly developed
campus, thereby reducing operations and maintenance expenses, a portion of which savings can
be paid to the private partner as part of the project funding. A civic building can be developed to
replace a city hall, with heightened efficiencies reducing maintenance and energy costs, a portion
of which savings could be paid to the private sector. Common P3 include replacement of street
lights and utility meter readers with new energy-based infrastructure greatly reducing energy and
operation costs, a portion of which savings are paid to the private sector as part, and sometimes as
al, of the project funding.
Standard Deal Structure
Deals are structured in numerous ways to fit the specific circumstances of the particular
project. However, a few structures emerge as the more “typical” deal forms.
A popular P3 structure is a lease/leaseback arrangement whereby the public sector leases
the property to the private sector to develop, operate and maintain the facility. During the
operations period, the private partner leases use of the facility back to the public sector in exchange
for a predetermined lease payment and/or other remuneration. A variation of this structure, often
used for property tax savings, involves the public sector leasing the property to a private nonprofit
company, who in turn hires the developer for the construction and operations in accordance with
the public sector lessor’s requirements. The nonprofit lessee then subleases the property back to
the public sector to use the facility.
Sometimes P3s are just typical real estate deals, where the private sector redevelops
property to spur economic development and pays itself back from revenue generated by the
development. These projects often utilize mixed-use development to revitalize neighborhoods or
help fund construction of new civic buildings.
Property swaps are also common. A government agency owning an administrative
building on prime real estate can partner with a developer to build a new office on less valuable
property in exchange for deeding the valuable parcel to the developer, who could then develop the
property as its own. This structure works well where public funds for development are not readily
available.
Municipalities often partner with developers on a more local level, whereby the city
provides tax relief, utility infrastructure or other enticements for local development designed to
rejuvenate underperforming neighborhoods.
Industry Sectors Conducive to Public Private Partnerships

8

The EB-5 immigrant investor visa program is an employment-based program providing investors with a means of
obtaining a green card though a capital investment of $1 million (or $500,000 in a targeted employment area) in a
new commercial enterprise that creates at least 10 full-time employment positions. See 8 U.S.C. §1153(b)(5). This
program is administered by the U.S. Citizen and Immigration Services.
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In the United States, most P3s have been in the transportation sector. Toll roads and bridges
have been built with a P3 model.9 In most of these projects, the public sector pays for the project
from its own funds, but payments are conditioned upon the developer meeting predetermined
performance standards in the timing and cost of development, availability of the road to travelers,
level of road maintenance, etc. This payment structure is referred to as availability payments,
because payments are made only as long as the asset is available for public use. 10 Alternatively,
the developer could be paid for transportation projects, in whole or part, by retaining a
predetermined portion of the toll revenue generated by the project.
Higher education has also been a leader in U.S. P3s. Residence halls are the most common
opportunities, because of the readily identifiable revenue streams generated by those facilities that
can be used to help fund the projects. Universities have also used the P3 model to develop
live/work/study spaces, new business incubator complexes, stadiums, parking garages, medical
schools and more.
Finally, counties and cities have developed convention centers, hotels, civic centers,
parking garages and downtown redevelopments using the P3 model.
Benefits to the Public Sector
Although access to new capital sources is the most visible public benefit of a P3, other
benefits make the model beneficial. Although P3s often take longer than a traditional project to
procure, once the shovel is in the ground, construction is usually quicker than a traditional project.
The developer makes the majority of its financial return when the facility is operating, so there is
a mutual desire for the facility to open as soon as practicable. Although construction is expedited,
the developer cannot cut corners on quality because the developer must operate and maintain the
facility for decades thereafter, requiring design and construction standards to ensure the most
efficient and cost-effective operations possible. Speed and efficient development concepts benefit
the public sector.
Although P3s can be more expensive to develop then traditionally procured projects
because of the higher procurement costs involved for both partners, project costs over the entire
project lifecycle, including the time the developer operates the facility, are almost always cheaper
9

Recently completed and pending public-private partnership transportation projects include the Port of Miami
Tunnel, I-595 reversible express toll lanes in Fort Lauderdale, the Eagle Project (increasing rail and bus transit
throughout the Denver metropolitan region including 122 miles of commuter rail, 18 miles of bus rapid transit
service and the redevelopment of Denver Union Station); the Elizabeth River Tunnels (new two-lane tunnel under
the Elizabeth River connecting the cities of Norfolk and Portsmouth, Virginia and modifying the existing tunnel to
increase capacity); the Goethals Bridge Replacement (a new six-lane cable bridge from Staten Island to Elizabeth);
The Purple Line Project (16-mile, 21-station light rail transit line in Maryland); and Presidio Parkway - Phase II (a
replacement of the southern access to the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, California). For a large list of
projects, see
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/ipd/p3/p3_projects/project_profiles/dbfom_availability_payment_concessions.aspx.
10
Availability payments are made by the public agency based on particular project milestones or performance
standards. Project milestones can refer to the completion of the facility by a certain deadline, while performance
standards can be measured operationally. Examples include minimizing lane closures for maintenance purposes,
efficient incident management, or snow removal. BATIC Institute: An AASHTO Center for Excellence,
http://www.financingtransportation.org/funding_financing/financing/other_finance_mechanisms/availability_payme
nts.aspx
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than traditionally procured project due to the operational and maintenance efficiencies
incorporated into P3 design and construction methodology. When traditionally procuring
development projects, the public sector usually dictates the project design the resulting bids must
price. When negotiating P3 projects, the public sector leverages private design expertise11. By
partnering, the public sector can learn ideas from its private partner about how to reduce
development and operation costs using design and development techniques of which the public
partner was not aware. For instance, in the I-595 toll road reversible express lanes in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, the developer introduced the State to a less expensive, longer lasting asphalt
mix than had previously been used in Florida. Developers bring ideas for energy and cost savings
and more efficient operations than would have been utilized in a traditionally procured project.
Finally, the public agency’s ability to transfer risks inherent in operations, development,
and usage to the private sector reduces project risk for the public. Risk transfer is a key element
in successful P3s.

Risk Transfer
There are three categories of risks that can be transferred in P3 projects: development risks,
operational risks, and political risks. These risks should be allocated among the public and private
partners based upon which is best able to absorb the risk. Development risks are usually allocated
to the developer, while political risk usually remains with the public partner. Arbitrary risk
allocation can doom a project.
Development risks include cost overruns; construction delays; complications with land
acquisition, usage, and zoning; labor and material shortages; and unforeseen property conditions.
Operational risks include increased maintenance needs, low public usage of the facility (and the
corresponding low revenue derived therefrom), high capital replacement needs, and facility
downtime due to service failures.
Development and operational risks are often managed through use of contractual key
performance indicators (“KPI”). Each risk is objectively defined and measured, such that the
parties are rewarded or penalized depending upon how well they manage the risk, For instance, a
KPI could set a maximum annual maintenance cost. Higher costs could be borne by the developer,
while savings from lower costs could be shared with the developer as a reward. The key to
managing risk is to 1) identify the various risks, 2) allocate them to the partner best equipped to
manage them, and 3) objectively define success in managing the risk and implement financial
incentives and penalties based upon actual performance.
Political risk is different. Many projects are fraught with political opposition or
misunderstandings about P3s. Union resistance is also a threat. Unpredictable political risks
include changes in laws and tax policies over the contract term. The public partner manages most
political risks, although the private sector may bring some public relations expertise to bear. Well
organized public relations campaigns and constant, transparent communications with all project

11

This same benefit can be realized through a design/build delivery method, where the public and private sectors
partner on design concepts, just like in a P3, but without the financing, operations and risk transfer aspects of a P3.
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stakeholders and opposition leaders can identify and address problems before they become
obstacles.
Perhaps the most important factor for a successful P3 project is a political champion,
someone with sufficient political influence and commitment to the project to carry it through
opposition and challenges. The political champion must gather the consensus needed from all
stakeholders to keep the project on track.
Conclusion
Public/private partnerships are still relatively new in the U.S. and the number of moving
parts inherent in procuring, structuring, and negotiating these deals is daunting. Proper planning
and preparation are needed to ensure success. Public agencies should retain qualified and
experienced consultants, including legal, financial and technical expertise. Not only does this help
keep the public partner organized and prepared, but it also signals stability and predictability to
the private sector, attracting more qualified bidders. If handled correctly on an appropriate job for
P3s, public/private partnerships can be a good solution to a governmental entity’s limitations in
funding and expertise. If handled poorly, it can be frustrating and expensive. Learning P3
fundamentals and retaining qualified advisors can guide a public agency through the quagmire of
uncertainty and on to successful realization of that legacy project.
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ACREL Notes
September 2018
Lien Opinions
An assurance that an existing mortgage continues to be a valid lien on the mortgaged property,
with the same lien priority that it had upon closing of the original loan transaction, can be best
obtained by an endorsement to the loan title policy reflecting the modification and updating the
effective date of the policy. An opinion that the loan modification or assumption does not affect
the priority of the original mortgage or deed of trust is not an appropriate opinion request for all
the same reasons that an opinion relating to the priority of the original lien is inappropriate to
request or to give. However, an opinion that a mortgage as modified is in proper form to grant a
valid lien to secure the loan may be appropriate. If real property collateral is being added or
substituted, additional opinions (as well as related assumptions and qualifications) of the type
that may be included in a closing opinion rendered in connection with the original loan closing
may be appropriate, e.g. recordable form.
If new Article 9 personal property is being added as collateral or a new person is being
substituted as the borrower in connection with a loan modification or assumption, opinions
relating to creation or perfection of security interests may be appropriate. But lien affirmation
opinions (i.e., opinions that the creation or perfection of a security interest has not been adversely
affected by the loan modification or assumption) may not be simple matter. A recent Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals case2 highlighted the need to consider carefully the issue of novation
when rendering a legal opinion in connection with a loan modification or loan assumption
transaction.
Conclusion
Although general legal opinion reports and treatises provide useful guidance that can be applied
to opinions relating to loan modification and loan assumption transactions, these transactions do
present sufficiently unique and different issues from original loan closings to require opinions
that are tailored to the loan assumption or loan modification, as the case may be. Providing such
guidance is an ambitious undertaking, and it is beyond the scope of this Note to do anything but
identify some of the key issues that should be considered by an opinion giver in the context of a
loan assumption or a loan modification transaction. Hopefully, this Note will spark greater
discussion on the subject among opinion givers and provide an impetus to ACREL’s Attorneys
Opinions Committee to join forces with other interested groups to undertake an opinion report
offering detailed guidance on opinions in connection with loan assumptions and loan
modifications.
____________________________
Lydia Stefanowicz can be contacted at lstefanowicz@greenbaumlaw.com. She is currently Chair of the ACREL
Attorneys Opinions Committee and is the designated representative of the American College of Mortgage Attorneys
to the Working Group on Legal Opinions (WGLO).

2

Bash v. Textron Financial Corporation (In re Fair Finance), 834 F. 3d 651 (6 th Cir. 2016).

This section of News & Notes features content that was written by non-ACREL members, but is
believed to be relevant to our Fellows.
Federal Flood Insurance: Inundated with Unresolved Issues
Anthony D. Todero, Baird Holm LLP, Omaha, NE
The National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 created the National Flood Insurance Program (the
“NFIP”), and the program celebrated its 50th anniversary on August 1, 2018. The general
purposes of the NFIP are two-fold: (1) to offer flood insurance to properties in areas prone to
flooding, thus transferring financial risks from property owners to the federal government; and
(2) to reduce the risk of flooding through the development of floodplain management standards,
thereby reducing federal expenditures on disaster assistance.
No law or regulation requires participation in the NFIP, and therefore communities may choose
whether to participate. However, only communities that adopt and enforce floodplain
management standards have access to federal flood insurance. The NFIP requires the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (“FEMA”) to identify and map flood hazard areas, and any
federal entity that makes, guarantees, or purchases mortgages in a community that participates in
the NFIP must require property owners to purchase flood insurance if the property is in a Special
Flood Hazard Area (“SFHA”). An SFHA is an area with a chance of flooding during a 1-in-100
year flood or with greater frequency. The federal government issues over five million flood
insurance policies per year, providing approximately $1.28 trillion in coverage.
Problems with the NFIP: Inadequate Premiums and Perverse Incentives
The NFIP is actuarially unsound, collecting less money in premiums than it pays in claims. In a
September 2017 report, the Congressional Budget Office concluded that, after taking into
account all expenditures and premium income, the NFIP had an expected one-year shortfall of
$1.4 billion. The program receives premiums, annual appropriations, and may borrow from the
U.S. Treasury when the balance of the National Flood Insurance Fund is insufficient to pay the
NFIP’s obligations. FEMA may borrow no more than $30.425 billion to operate the NFIP, and
the program collects approximately $3.6 billion in premium revenue annually. By law, premium
rates in the NFIP are to be based on consideration of risk and accepted actuarial principles.
FEMA considers the specific risk zone on a Flood Insurance Rate Maps (a “FIRM”), the
elevation of a structure relative to the base flood elevation, occupancy types, the cost of servicing
policies, and other risk factors. So why is the NFIP actuarially unsound?
One problem is that Congress has directed FEMA to subsidize the insurance policies on
properties built or substantially improved before the first FIRM. As of September 2016,
approximately 16.1 % of all NFIP policies received a pre-FIRM subsidy. Similarly, FEMA
enables property owners to pay their existing premiums even when a new FIRM reclassifies the
property as one with a higher risk of flooding, i.e., “grandfathering.” Approximately 10-20% of

properties are grandfathered, and the figures may increase over time, as new FIRMs are issued,
and as discussed below, as global sea levels rise.
But flooding caused by coastal hurricanes is the most significant factor. Perhaps not
unsurprisingly, coastal counties account for three quarters of all NFIP policies nationwide. Prior
to Hurricane Katrina in 2005, the NFIP took in more in premiums than it paid out in claims. But
the NFIP paid out more claims after Hurricane Katrina than the program had previously paid out
in its entire history. In 2017, Hurricane Harvey flooded Houston with 40 inches of rain in 48
hours, flooding 800 wastewater treatment facilities, 13 Superfund sites, and damaging 300,000
structures, resulting in $125 billion in damages. Following Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria,
which collectively inflicted $265 billion in damage, FEMA borrowed $5.825 billion from the
U.S. treasury, reaching its $30.425 billion borrowing limit. On October 26, 2017, Congress
forgave $16 billion of the NFIP’s debt, to allow the program to pay claims for Harvey, Irma, and
Maria. FEMA borrowed another $6.1 billion on November 9, 2017, to fund estimated 2017
losses, bringing the NFIP’s debt to $20.525 billion, leaving $9.9 billion in borrowing authority.
Hurricane Katrina, Superstorm Sandy, the 2017 flood season, and currently Hurricane Florence
are not anomalies. Floods are the most common and most destructive natural disaster in the
United States. Every state has experienced flooding in the last ten years. Compounding the
problem, global sea levels are rising according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, which means storm surges push further inland, which in turn means more
frequent and destructive flooding. But the NFIP relies on historical data when determining flood
risks and premium rates. After recent flooding in Missouri, for example, 26% of insurance
claims came from areas that were considered at low risk of flooding. FEMA is required by law to
assess the need to revise and update flood risk zones every five years, but FEMA is not required
to update flood maps, and some FIRMs were last updated in the 1980s. Under current law, the
only ways the NFIP can pay off its debt are from the accrual of premium revenues greater than
claim payments, and from payments made from the Reserve Fund. FEMA estimates, under the
most optimistic scenario for future flooding, it will take 13 years to repay its debt and 20 years
under more realistic flood projections. As a result, the actuarial problem is likely to worsen.
The NFIP also allows homeowners to recover over and over again. Repetitive-loss properties are
those that have four or more separate claim payments for more than $5,000 each, or at least two
claims with a cumulative total in excess of the value of the property. FEMA has identified almost
12,000 NFIP-insured properties that qualify as repetitive-loss properties, although some estimate
the number to be significantly higher. And although such properties represent 1% of the
country’s covered properties, they are responsible for 30% of flood insurance claims. Seven of
the nation’s ten most frequently damaged properties are in Houston. Those seven properties had
107 damage claims totaling $9 million; the combined total value of those properties is $426,000.
But rather than encouraging homeowners to relocate, the NFIP incentivizes homeowners to
accept hurricane damage as normal and rebuild in areas prone to flooding.
Enforcement of the NFIP is also subject to manipulation. Under the “substantial improvement
rule,” if a structure is substantially damaged, i.e., the cost of restoring the structure to its predamaged condition would equal or exceed 50% of the structure’s market value prior to the
damage, the structure must be destroyed or elevated to above the base flood elevation. Under

FEMA regulations, an acceptable estimate of market value can be obtained from “qualified
estimates based on sound professional judgment made by the staff of the local building
department.” Following catastrophic flood events, local officials may overestimate property
values and underestimate flood damages rather than force flood victims to destroy their homes or
undertake expensive elevation projects.
The Houston Chronicle examined claims records of severe repetitive-loss properties and found
16% had evidence of damage beyond the 50% substantial damage threshold before flooding
again. After Hurricane Ike, among more than 5,000 damage assessments in Galveston, most were
declared below the 50% threshold, including several homes that took on eight to fifteen feet of
storm surge. In other words, damage assessments bore little correlation with water depth inside
homes, which is usually an indicator of the severity of damages. As a result, many property
owners may rebuild at ground levels.
In short, the NFIP has become a coastal hurricane insurance program. The program subsidizes
coastal development by allowing homeowners to pay premiums incommensurate with flood risks
and paying claims for properties that suffer repetitive losses. Not surprisingly, the NFIP will go
bankrupt, absent congressional debt forgiveness.
Another problem is property owners choosing to forego flood insurance. An AP analysis found
the number of flood insurance policies peaked in 2009, at 5.7 million, and has been steadily
falling. The total amount of flood insurance coverage peaked in 2013, and has dropped every
year since. Following a disaster, property owners buy policies. After Hurricane Harvey, for
example, there was an 18% increase in flood insurance policies in Texas, as Houston surpassed
Miami as the city with the most flood insurance policies in the country. But as memories of
floods fade and premium prices rise, the willingness of homeowners to purchase flood insurance
policies wanes. After Superstorm Sandy in 2012, flood insurance policies increased by 12.5% in
New York, but since 2013, policies have decreased in New York by 8%.

Recent Congressional Action
In 2012, Congress enacted the Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act (“Biggert Waters”).
The goal was to make the NFIP actuarially sound by increasing flood insurance rates to reflect
the true cost of owning coastal property. Biggert Waters attempted to accomplish this in several
ways, including: (1) eliminating subsidized flood insurance for certain properties, including
repetitive-loss properties; (2) increasing the rate at which premiums could be increased from
10% to 20%; (3) requiring premiums for new flood insurance policies to be based on true flood
risks; and (4) phasing out grandfathering.
Biggert Waters predictably increased flood premiums, and prices in many areas rose rapidly,
becoming less affordable for homeowners. Anecdotally, some premiums went from $600 a year
to $6,000 a year. So Congress passed the Homeowner Flood Insurance Affordability Act of 2014
(the “Affordability Act”), which repealed much of Biggert Waters, and reinstated price-protected
flood insurance policies. The Affordability Act, for example, slowed the phase-out of the pre-

FIRM subsidy for most primary residences, and limited the maximum annual increase in
premium rates to 18%. Whereas Biggert Waters eliminated the practice of grandfathering rates to
policyholders after the issuance of new FIRMs, the Affordability Act reinstated the practice.
Biggert Waters and the Affordability Act illustrate the fundamental tension between improving
the solvency of the NFIP by better aligning premiums with risks while keeping costs low for
homeowners. The Congressional Budget Office issued a report on the NFIP in September 2017,
identifying four main policy reforms for congressional legislation on flood insurance:
(1) increase receipts; (2) reduce subsidies; (3) shift costs away from the NFIP; and (4) better
align rates with risks.

Flood Insurance Reauthorization
Congress last fully reauthorized the NFIP in Biggert Waters, and the program was set to expire
on September 30, 2017. Congress has now passed seven short-term extensions, and the NFIP is
now set to expire on November 30, 2018. If the NFIP lapses, FEMA would no longer have the
authority to sell new flood insurance policies or renew existing policies, and the authority for the
NFIP to borrow funds from the U.S. treasury would decline from $30.425 billion to $1 billion.
Because homeowners in high-risk flood areas with mortgages from federally regulated or insured
lenders are required to purchase flood insurance, a prolonged lapse would affect approximately
40,000 home closings per month. A lapse is not unprecedented, as the NFIP went without
authorization for a month in the summer of 2010, which canceled or delayed approximately
1,400 home closings per day. Accordingly, Congress needs to fully reauthorize the NFIP soon,
and the program requires fundamental reform, primarily to better align premiums and risk.

Congressional Initiatives
The House of Representatives passed H.R. 2874, The 21st Century Flood Insurance Reform Act
(the “Reform Act”), on November 14, 2017. The Reform Act would reauthorize the NFIP
through fiscal year 2022; increase the annual minimums of premiums and decrease the annual
limit on premium increases; require FEMA to incorporate into premium rates the differences
between inland and coastal properties; allow flood premiums to be based on risk assessment
models, data, and tools other than flood maps, for example, sea-level rise projections; require
participating communities to develop and implement a publicly available community specific
plan to mitigate flood risks to areas repeatedly damaged by floods; eliminate subsidies for
multiple loss properties; and deny coverage to a property owner who does not implement flood
mitigation measures if the property is an extreme repetitive loss property (cumulative claims in
excess of 150% of the maximum coverage amount).

The Reform Act also aims to increase transparency by requiring FEMA to disclose its
methodology for calculating premiums. FEMA must also communicate to policyholders a
property’s flood risk, the history of flood claims on a property, and the effect of filing further
claims. Importantly, the Reform Act also requires state and local governments to impose a duty
on any seller or lessor of improved real estate to disclose to a purchaser or lessee any previous
flood damage, flood insurance claims, and any obligation to purchase flood insurance.
Communities must adopt this requirement, by statute or regulation, in order to participate in the
NFIP.
The Reform Act also aims to develop the market for private flood insurance. Private flood
insurance must provide coverage at least as broad as the NFIP. Mutual aid societies—
organizations of members who share common ethical or religious beliefs—may sell private flood
insurance, in accordance with state law. The required purchase of flood insurance would be
limited to residential properties (the requirement currently applies to all types of properties). And
the Government Accountability Office must report on the feasibility of reducing premiums and
eliminating the need for coverage by authorizing flood damage savings accounts. The Reform
Act is pending in the Senate.

Conclusion
With the National Flood Insurance Program celebrating its 50th anniversary and the debut of the
2018 Atlantic hurricane season with Florence, a discussion of federal flood insurance could not
be timelier. Unfortunately, the program is inundated with unresolved issues. Fundamentally, the
NFIP is actuarially unsound because premium rates are misaligned with flood risks. Most
problematic, the program has become a coastal hurricane insurance program, subsidizing (and
thus encouraging) property owners to build and rebuild structures in areas prone to flooding, a
problem that will become worse as sea levels rise and floods become more frequent and severe.
The pendulum swung toward fiscal solvency with Biggert Waters in 2012, and then swung back
toward affordability, as Congress eliminated much of Biggert Waters with the Affordability Act
of 2014. Now, after several short-term extensions, Congress needs to reauthorize the NFIP and
fundamentally reform the program. The House passed the Reform Act in 2017, which has now
moved to the Senate, where the Reform Act awaits further action. Regardless of its passage,
some of its proposals are welcome, such as better aligning premiums with risks, increasing the
transparency of the NFIP, and allowing for private alternatives.

Formal Opinion 2018-4: Duties When an Attorney Is Asked to Assist in a Suspicious
Transaction
TOPICS: Client Due Diligence, Confidentiality, Duty of Candor, Duty to Refrain from
Counseling Fraudulent or Illegal Conduct.
DIGEST: The New York Rules of Professional Conduct (the “Rules”) prohibit a lawyer from
knowingly assisting a client’s crime or fraud but do not explicitly address a lawyer’s duty when
the lawyer merely has doubts about the lawfulness of the client’s conduct; nor do the Rules
explicitly require a lawyer to investigate in such circumstances in order to ascertain whether the
legal services would in fact assist a crime or fraud before assisting the client. Nevertheless, when
a lawyer is asked to assist in a transaction that the lawyer suspects may involve a crime or fraud,
a duty of inquiry in some circumstances is implicit in the Rules. First, in order to render
competent representation as required by Rule 1.1, a lawyer has a duty to the client in some
circumstances to undertake an inquiry into suspicious transactions to render reasonable and
candid advice to the client about whether to undertake the proposed conduct and the
consequences of doing so. Second, notwithstanding the absence of an explicit requirement, a
duty to inquire into suspicious transactions under some circumstances is implicit in the duty to
avoid knowingly assisting wrongful conduct. The lawyer’s inquiry must be consistent with the
confidentiality duty of Rule 1.6, which governs disclosures the lawyer may make to third parties
during the inquiry, as well as with the duty to keep the client informed during the representation.
If the lawyer concludes that the client will engage or is engaging in a crime or fraud, the lawyer
must not assist, or further assist, the wrongdoing. The lawyer may undertake remedial measures
to the extent permitted by the exceptions to the confidentiality rule.
RULES: 1.1, 1.2, 1.6, 1.16, 2.1, 8.4
QUESTION: When an individual client asks a lawyer to provide legal assistance in a
transaction, and the lawyer suspects that the legal services may assist the client’s crime or fraud,
to what extent must the lawyer investigate to allay or confirm the suspicions, and what other
conduct must the lawyer undertake under the Rules?1

1

This opinion addresses the straightforward situation in which a lawyer for an individual in a
transactional representation suspects that the client’s conduct may be criminal or fraudulent. It
does not address a lawyer’s duties with regard to a client’s potentially illegal conduct in the
context of litigation. Rule 3.3 (Conduct Before a Tribunal) may establish additional, or different,
obligations in that context. This opinion is relevant to the representation of an entity as well as
an individual but it does not address additional or different obligations that in-house counsel or
outside counsel may have when representing an entity, including under Rule 1.13 (Organization
as Client). Finally, this opinion does not address obligations that may be established by law
other than the Rules, such as obligations that may have to be undertaken to satisfy a legal
standard of care under professional negligence law.
1

OPINION:
I.

Introduction

In the context of the following scenario, this opinion addresses lawyers’ obligations under the
Rules when the lawyer is retained to assist an individual client in a transaction that appears to the
lawyer to be suspicious.
A lawyer represents a client in the sale of a business in New York. The client
advises the lawyer that the proceeds of the transaction will be used to purchase a
different business. The client directs that after the first transaction closes, all
payments be sent to a bank in a well-known secrecy jurisdiction. The client then
asks the lawyer to proceed with the purchase. In preparing the documents and
doing general due diligence, the lawyer realizes that the proposed purchase price
is much more than the business is worth. The lawyer also learns inadvertently
that the client has two passports, each from a secrecy jurisdiction different than
the one in which the bank is located. The lawyer suspects, but does not know,
that the transaction will involve a fraud or crime, such as money laundering or tax
evasion, on the part of the client.2
As set forth below, a number of Rules and considerations bear on whether a transactional lawyer
has a duty to investigate the client’s conduct in this scenario and whether there are other steps
that must be taken. These include the lawyer’s duties of competence [Rule 1.1], of
confidentiality [Rule 1.6], and to refrain from assisting a client in conduct that the lawyer knows
is illegal or fraudulent [Rule 1.2(d)].
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Many U.S. lawyers and law firms conduct due diligence before accepting a new client, and they
are well-advised to do so. See ABA Formal Op. 463 (2013) (“It would be prudent for lawyers to
undertake Client Due Diligence (‘CDD’) in appropriate circumstances to avoid facilitating illegal
activity or being drawn unwittingly into a criminal activity.”). However, there is no uniform
legal requirement that US lawyers undertake due diligence. This contrasts with the law in a
number of non-US jurisdictions that have well-developed anti-money laundering and other due
diligence requirements. See generally John A. Terrill, II & Michael A. Breslow, The Role of
Lawyers in Combating Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing: Lessons from the English
Approach, 59 N.Y.L. Sch. L. Rev. 433, 440 (2014-2015) (discussing UK anti-money-laundering
law requiring lawyers, among others, to undertake client due diligence, including identifying a
beneficial owner who is not the customer and obtaining information on the purpose of the
representation).
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II.

A Transactional Lawyer May Have a Duty to Inquire When Serious Questions are
Raised Regarding Whether the Lawyer is Assisting the Client in a Crime or Fraud
a. The duty of competence may require the lawyer to conduct due diligence into the client’s
potentially fraudulent conduct

Rule 1.1(a) requires a lawyer to provide “competent representation to a client.” In many
contexts, the very purpose of the representation is to provide advice about the lawfulness of a
client’s proposed course of conduct or to assist the client in structuring a proposed transaction in
a manner that conforms to the law. Rule 1.2(d) authorizes a lawyer to “discuss the legal
consequences of any proposed course of conduct with a client,” and in such cases, Rule 1.1
presupposes that the lawyer will provide competent advice about whether the proposed conduct
would be unlawful or about how to achieve the client’s objectives within the law.
Regardless of the client’s objectives, competent representation presupposes that the lawyer is
rendering assistance in carrying out a client’s lawful objectives. Committing a crime or engaging
in other illegal or fraudulent conduct is not a lawful objective. Rule 1.2(d) forbids a lawyer from
assisting the client in conduct that the lawyer knows to be illegal or fraudulent. But even if the
lawyer does not have the requisite knowledge under Rule 1.2(d), furthering a client’s illegal or
fraudulent transaction – thereby subjecting a client to criminal or civil liability – may run afoul
of the Rules if the lawyer did not act competently under Rule 1.1(a). In general, assisting in a
suspicious transaction is not competent where a reasonable lawyer prompted by serious doubts
would have refrained from providing assistance or would have investigated to allay suspicions
before rendering or continuing to render legal assistance.
Further, Rules 1.4 and 2.1 require lawyers to render reasonable, candid advice. Unless the
lawyer inquires in response to serious suspicions, the lawyer will not be in a position to advise
the client about the attendant risks of civil or criminal liability. Thus, the duty of competence not
only protects the client, but also in some situations requires the lawyer to take the steps
necessary, including additional inquiry, to ensure that she is providing competent advice.
What constitutes a suspicion sufficient to trigger inquiry will depend on the circumstances. In
many representations, there is no reason for the lawyer to doubt the lawfulness of the client’s
proposed actions. On the other hand, there may be representations where the circumstances raise
suspicions or questions. For example, in the hypothetical above, the lawyer may have a duty to
inquire of the client as to the reasons for a purchase of a business at a higher-than-market price
and for running the funds through a bank in a secrecy jurisdiction to determine whether the
transaction is being used to launder money, to avoid legitimate taxes, or for some other criminal
or fraudulent purpose. Depending upon the answer, the lawyer may conclude that the transaction
is legitimate, that she needs to make further inquiry, or that she must not provide further
assistance in the transaction.
These conclusions are consistent with Comment [5] to Rule 1.1 which notes that “[c]ompetent
handling of a particular matter includes inquiry into an analysis of the factual and legal elements
of the problem,” and with other authorities. See, e.g., N.Y. City 2015-3 (2015) (a lawyer who
believes he is the victim of a scam by a purported prospective client has a duty of competence to
3

investigate further before proceeding with the matter); ABA Informal Op. 1470 (1981)
(“Opinion 1470”) (“[A] lawyer should not undertake representation in disregard of facts
suggesting that the representation might aid the client in perpetrating a fraud or otherwise
committing a crime.”); cf. N.Y. City 2018-2 (2018) (“The duty of competence under Rule 1.1
establishes additional duties in the post-conviction context, including, in some cases, a duty to
investigate new potentially exculpatory evidence regardless of whether Rule 3.8(c) is
triggered.”).
b. A lawyer who fails to investigate potentially fraudulent conduct may also violate Rule
1.2(d), depending on the circumstances
Rule 1.2(d) prohibits a lawyer from assisting a client in conduct that the lawyer knows to be
criminal or fraudulent. “Knowledge” under the Rules is defined as “actual knowledge of the fact
in question . . . [which] may be inferred from the circumstances.” Rule 1.0(k). However,
consistent with the criminal law standard of “conscious avoidance,” a lawyer may be deemed to
have knowledge that the client is engaged in a criminal or fraudulent transaction if the lawyer is
aware of serious questions about the legality of the transaction and renders assistance without
considering readily available facts that would have confirmed the wrongfulness of the
transaction. See N.Y. City 2018-2 (2018) (“Conscious avoidance of the fact in question may also
constitute knowledge under the Rules, as under criminal law”) (citing N.Y. City 99-02 (1999)
(“Lawyers have an obligation not to shut their eyes to what was plainly to be seen … A lawyer
cannot escape responsibility by avoiding inquiry.”)).3
Opinion 1470 similarly recognized that when lawyers are aware that the client’s proposed course
of conduct is likely to be illegal, they “cannot escape responsibility by avoiding inquiry” but
“must be satisfied, on the facts before [them] and readily available to [them], that [they] can
perform the requested services without abetting fraudulent or criminal conduct and without
relying on past client crime or fraud to achieve results the client now wants”; if lawyers are not
satisfied that the client’s conduct is lawful, they have “a duty of further inquiry” before rendering
assistance. Thus, while Rule 1.2(d) does not require lawyers to inquire when there is no ground
for suspicion, they cannot ignore “red flags.” Cf. Rebecca Roiphe, The Ethics of Willful
Ignorance, 24 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 187 (2011), citing In re Blatt, 63 324 A.2d 15, 17-19 (N.J.
1974) (holding that “a lawyer committed misconduct by helping a client effect a purchase after
failing to investigate its suspicious nature”); In re Dobson, 427 S.E.2d 166, 166-68 (S.C. 1993)
(sanctioning “an attorney for helping his client while remaining deliberately ignorant of his
client’s criminal conduct” and holding that the court would “ not countenance the conscious
The knowledge standard differs from the “should know” or “should have known” standard of
several other Rules. See Rules 4.4(b), 5.1(d)(2)(ii), 5.3(b)(2)(ii). Under the knowledge standard
of Rule 1.2(d), a lawyer is not deemed to “know” facts, or the significance of facts, that become
evident only with the benefit of hindsight. As Justice Stevens observed in a different context,
after a representation ends, “a particular fact may be as clear and certain as a piece of crystal or a
small diamond,” but lawyers “often deal with mixtures of sand and clay. Even a pebble that
seems clear enough at first glance may take on a different hue in a handful of gravel.” Nix v.
Whiteside, 475 U.S. 157, 189, 106 S. Ct. 988, 1005 (1986) (Stevens J, concurring).
3
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avoidance of one’s ethical duties as an attorney”).4
III.

Limits on the Lawyer’s Duty to Inquire

Ordinarily, a lawyer will begin an inquiry by seeking information from the client before turning
to other sources. After concluding a reasonable inquiry, the lawyer may ordinarily credit the
client when there are doubts. Whether a particular inquiry is adequate will vary with the
circumstances.
To the extent that the lawyer must seek information from others, the Rules may impose
conditions or limits. In general, the duty under Rule 1.4 to keep the client reasonably informed
will require the lawyer to explain why there are doubts about the legality of the transaction and
what steps the lawyer proposes to take to allay or confirm suspicions. If suspicions are
sufficiently serious to give rise to a duty of inquiry under Rule 1.2(d), then the lawyer would
render further assistance at her peril. A lawyer’s fear that a client may seek to cover up his
actions does not eliminate the duty of communication. Rule 1.4(a)(5). If the lawyer does
suspect a cover-up and cannot persuade the client to be forthcoming, she may choose to
terminate the representation. Rule 1.16(c)(2). Similarly, if the client will not authorize such an
inquiry, the lawyer may have no realistic choice other than to cease assisting in the particular
transaction, because to continue the representation may put her in jeopardy of violating Rule
1.2(d). And, needless to say, a client’s refusal to authorize and assist in an inquiry into the
lawfulness of the client’s proposed conduct will ordinarily constitute an additional, and very
significant, “red flag.”
If the client green-lights an inquiry but refuses to pay for the time required to conduct it, the
lawyer must decide whether to conduct the inquiry at her own expense or terminate the
representation. The lawyer may discontinue the representation based on concerns as to the
legality of the transaction. See Rule 1.2(f) (permitting a lawyer to refuse to participate in
conduct that the lawyer believes to be unlawful, even if there is support for an argument that the
conduct is legal); Rule 1.2, Cmt. [15].5
4

This opinion focuses on situations where a lawyer recognizes that a transaction is suspicious at
the outset or at some later time before the transaction is completed. It does not address a
lawyer’s duty of inquiry, if any, after assisting in a potentially fraudulent or criminal transaction
that is completed. We note, however, that Rule 8.4(h), which prohibits a lawyer from
“engag[ing] in any other conduct that adversely reflects on the lawyer’s fitness as a lawyer,” has
been found to require inquiry after assisting a completed transaction if the lawyer then suspects
that the transaction was fraudulent or criminal. See Matter of Reno, 147 A.D.3d 8, 12 (1st Dep’t
2016) (sanctioning lawyer under Rule 8.4(h) for assisting and not then remedying a fraudulent
transaction, because the lawyer had strong reasons to suspect that his client was defrauding a
vulnerable seller and “at a minimum, had a duty to confirm that his client tendered the agreed
consideration . . . to ensure that the transaction was ‘legitimate.’”). The implication of the Reno
opinion is that, if the lawyer concluded upon inquiry that the transaction he assisted was
fraudulent, the lawyer would have had some remedial obligation.
5

Whether a lawyer should continue to work on the potentially illegal or fraudulent matter while
conducting the inquiry depends on the circumstances. Even if the transaction is never
5

Further, any inquiry must be undertaken consistently with the confidentiality duty under Rule
1.6. Ordinarily, without client consent, the lawyer cannot conduct the inquiry in a manner that
discloses client confidences to third parties. See NYCBA Formal Op. 2015-3.
IV.

Remedial Obligations

If a lawyer gains knowledge during the course of representation that a client is engaged in
unlawful conduct (or plans to be), the lawyer has a range of options. The lawyer’s remedial
steps should be dictated by such factors as the lawyer’s knowledge of the facts at hand, the
seriousness of the client’s misconduct, and the extent of the lawyer’s involvement in the client’s
misconduct. When the lawyer has actual knowledge of prospective wrongdoing, the lawyer may
not assist in the wrongdoing and, further, must counsel the client against the illegal course of
conduct under Rule 1.4(a)(5). This counseling obligation derives from the duty of competence
under Rule 1.1. Despite the challenges involved in “persuading a client to take necessary
preventive or corrective action” under Rule 1.4, such communications are appropriate not only to
assist the client but to mitigate any risks the attorney is assuming by continuing to represent the
client. Rule 1.2(d), Cmt. [10].
In our hypothetical situation, if the lawyer determines that the client may be engaged in tax fraud
or tax evasion, the lawyer may choose to counsel the client to pay the appropriate taxes or take
other corrective action. There may also be circumstances in which corrective action is not
possible and the lawyer may have no alternative but to resign.6 Rule 1.16(b)(1).
If it becomes clear during a lawyer’s representation that the client has failed to take necessary
corrective action, and the lawyer’s continued representation would assist client conduct that is
illegal or fraudulent, Rule 1.16(b)(1) mandates that the lawyer withdraw from representation.
Comment [10] to Rule 1.2(d) states that the lawyer’s obligations are “to avoid assisting the
client” and to “remonstrate with the client” when the representation will result in violation of the
Rules or other law. Withdrawal alone may be insufficient in some circumstances, for example,
where the lawyer believes there is continued third-party reliance on an inaccurate opinion or
representation. In that case, the lawyer may engage in “noisy withdrawal,” which permits the
attorney to give notice of the fact of withdrawal and to disaffirm any opinion, document,
affirmation or the like. Rule 1.2(d), Cmt [10]; see Rule 1.6(b)(3); Rule 4.1, Cmt. [3]. The
lawyer must also decide whether and how to prevent any serious harm that will result from the
client’s conduct, including whether to reveal the client’s confidential information to accomplish
that end. In general, the potentially applicable exceptions to the ordinary confidentiality duty
completed, a lawyer is subject to discipline for knowingly attempting to assist a client’s illegal or
fraudulent conduct. See Rule 8.4(a) (providing that a lawyer or law firm may not attempt to
violate the Rules). But certain tasks may be peripheral to the transaction and unrelated to any
potential wrongdoing. And preliminary work on the transaction may not constitute a knowing
“attempt” to assist a client’s illegal or fraudulent conduct if the lawyer is concurrently
investigating with an eye toward ending assistance if suspicions are confirmed.
6
If, for example, the lawyer learns that the transaction is being used to launder the proceeds of a
crime, it is unlikely that counseling the client not to act unlawfully will be successful.
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provide that the lawyer may disclose confidences to prevent criminal conduct or for other
specified purposes, but not that the lawyer must do so. See Rule 1.6(b)(1), (2) & (3).7
Throughout the process described above, the prudent lawyer would be well advised to keep a
record of the decision making process and the basis for the steps she has (or has not) taken.
V.

Conclusion

When asked to represent a client in a transaction that a lawyer believes to be suspicious, the
lawyer has an implicit duty under some circumstances to inquire into the client’s conduct. If the
lawyer believes that her client is entering into a transaction that is illegal or fraudulent, the
lawyer ordinarily must attempt to inquire in order to provide competent representation to the
client under Rule 1.1. Further, under Rule 1.2(d), which forbids knowingly assisting a client’s
illegal or fraudulent conduct, a lawyer has the requisite knowledge if the lawyer is aware of
serious questions about the legality of the transaction and renders assistance without considering
readily available facts that would have confirmed the wrongfulness of the transaction. Implicit
in the rule, therefore, is the obligation to take reasonably available measures to ascertain whether
the client’s transaction is illegal or fraudulent. The lawyer’s inquiry must be consistent with the
confidentiality duty of Rule 1.6, which governs disclosures the lawyer may make to third parties
during the inquiry, as well as with the duty to keep the client informed during the representation.
If the lawyer concludes that the client’s conduct is illegal or fraudulent, the lawyer must not
further assist the wrongdoing and may undertake remedial measures to the extent permitted by
the exceptions to the confidentiality rule.

7

This opinion does not address whether there are circumstances where a lawyer must undertake
remedial measures to prevent or rectify wrongdoing in a transactional context and, if so, what
measures must be undertaken. We assume that, in the transactional context, whether, and in
what circumstances, such an obligation exists will largely be determined by substantive law
rather than the Rules. See ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 4.1, Cmt. [3]
(observing that: “In extreme cases, substantive law may require a lawyer to disclose information
relating to the representation to avoid assisting a client’s crime or fraud.”).
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In appreciation of their support, we have invited our sponsors to share with us, for publication
in News & Notes, information on services they provide or can provide to our Fellows. In many
cases, our Fellows and their firms and companies already do business with our sponsors but may
not be aware of the full range of services that are available. We begin this month with a
submission from CT Corp.
Specialists Add Value at Every Step
Contributed by ACREL Gold Sponsor:

How do you know when bringing on an alternative legal services provider is the most efficient
course of action? Two of the most oft-cited reasons are, to give your firm instant access to
specialized expertise that it may not have, and to handle work involving repetitive tasks that
require high levels of accuracy.
The hypothetical day below gives examples of how some typical real estate work flows can be
supported to help you deliver on your clients’ needs more expediently, with high levels of
accuracy and data security, and often at less cost than doing the work in-house.
Morning
Several UCC-1s, (aka Financing Statement forms) need to be filed for a secured asset deal your
firm is handling. You want your team to take care of it first thing in the morning, because
accuracy is essential to perfect the client’s security interest and establish priority over third-party
creditors. Your team uses CT Corporation’s UCC Filing Hub. Your team works efficiently, using
their favorite time-saving features. The client’s large volume of filings are no problem because
of the bulk upload capability. The team saves many steps with multi-state filings, because the
Hub’s interface mimics the actual forms. Finally, the team can check their work for accuracy
with the built-in compliance audits, reducing the chance of rejected filings to virtually nil.
Because they saved so much time by using UCC Filing Hub, they can work on retrieving
documents that are required for an international deal closing before lunch. Working closely with
their expert CT Global Services team, they have assembled the project plan and timeline. CT’s
international team connects your team with an in-person presence in 150 countries. In this way,
your firm’s work is given top priority, rather than added on to another local firm’s workload.
CT’s extensive global network knows what documents correspond to those in the U.S., as well as
the nuances of working with foreign offices whose schedules for delivery may be complicated by
foreign holiday schedules and vacation periods. Documents needing apostilles and
authentications are identified, and CT’s service team provides the “feet on the ground” at the

embassies to secure them. When your team receives the requested official documentation, CT’s
translation services make it possible for you to review the documents immediately.
Afternoon
Over lunch with a client, you assure him that your team pro-actively took care of dissolution and
withdrawal filings for the business entities that they recently dissolved in all 50 states. This saves
your client from the risk of legal liability with the jurisdictions, and helps safeguard the client
from business identity theft. Your team had their CT service team execute all the filings, and
included all filing confirmations with the matter.
Upon your return, you meet with your team to review the intensive due diligence plan required
for a new complex real estate deal. You want to leave no stone unturned, to advise your client
before the purchase contract is signed. Your goal is to uncover zoning restrictions, potential
liens, environmental and structural risks, and possible encroachments on the property. Using the
checklist from your CT service team, the search includes title searches, zoning and property
codes, lease payment history, ADA compliance, among others.
Evening
Late in the day, you hear that a client contacted your team with an urgent request for
amendments that need to be made to UCC filings. Since your team can retrieve their UCC work
by client matter in CT’s UCC Filing Hub, they’re able to quickly and accurately file each of the
UCC-3 amendments. As is typical at your firm, the day doesn’t end at 5 p.m., so a CT afterhours team is available to assist – even being able to handle Delaware filings up until midnight.
At the end of the day, an experienced service partner can help you in several ways. A longstanding relationship with a partner who knows the nuances of how your firm works can help
you make tight deadlines during high-volume periods, relieve the burden of work that requires an
exacting series of steps for high risk transactions, eliminate the need to deal directly with
international time zones, languages and radically different jurisdictional requirements, and much
more. All of this makes you and your team more available to respond to client needs with the
expertise that only you can bring to them.
For more information on any of these services and more, please visit
https://ct.wolterskluwer.com/lawfirm or call 855.316.8948.

Notice of Proposed Bylaws Amendments
(to be voted on by the Fellows at the Business Meeting in New Orleans, October 20, 2018)

The Board of Governors has determined to recommend certain changes to the Bylaws as outlined
in the memorandum from Ken Jacobson. The revised Bylaws are hereby submitted to the
ACREL membership for approval, in accordance with Article IX of the Bylaws.
Nancy R. Little,
ACREL Secretary
Click here to read Ken Jacobson's memorandum.
Click here to read the proposed revisions to the bylaws.

Nominations are Open
Submit your nominations today! Please consider nominating a candidate for membership in
the College during the 2018-2019 nomination cycle. By nominating a candidate, you will make
a meaningful contribution to ACREL’s efforts to stay vibrant and relevant by adding new, wellqualified ACREL Fellows. For more information please visit the Nominations page.

Have you updated your head shot for the ACREL Directory?

As we are preparing the 2019 ACREL Directory, we have already received more than 50 updated
head shots! This photo is not only used in the directory, but on the website and meeting app, so
please make sure we have your newest picture on file! To update this picture, please e-mail it
to Caitlin McIntire.

Our 2018 ACREL Sponsors
Gold Level

Silver Level

